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In Mexico, women are a growing political force aa they 
enter sectors previously foreign to them, for working-class 
women, entering the work force was one step to greater 
political knowledge) joining an effective labor union is 
often a further means to political awareness and 
involvement. This paper assesses the political impact of 
women unionizing in Mexico, both on the union members 
themselves and on larger segments of Mexican Society. The 
19th of September Garment Workers Union, created partially 
as a result of events following the Mexico City earthquake 
of September 19, 1985, is examined as a political 
organization active in challenging the existing political 
order.
The paper begins with Part A , an introduction to 
various elements of the Mexican economy which directly 
affect working-class women, and particularly garment 
workers. Peculiarities of the Mexican female labor forco, 
Mexican labor unions, and the garment industry are discussed 
to provide a background from which to view the organizing 
struggle of the 19th of September Union. Part B follows,
I
presenting the history of the union and various elements of 
its operation and explaining the direction the union has 
taken in its efforts to empower garment workers. The
2resulting experiences of the union's members are also 
discussed. The union is then viewed in a political context, 
determining the political consequences of union involvement 
for workers. The final section indicates the impact of the 
union on broader political movements in Mexico.
The methods used for collecting information were 
varied. Some materials used as background information are 
available in the U.S., but the majority of my sources were 
acquired in Mexico City from June to August, 1988. 
information about the 19th of September Garment Workers' 
Union was attained by several means. My first contact with 
the union was on April 30, 1988, during a U.S. tour by two 
executive committee members to build ties with U.S. labor 
organizations. Some information, particularly accounts of 
the 1985 earthquake and the formation of the 19th of 
September Union, is taken from interviews at that time.
While in Mexico City, I observed activities at the 19th 
of September Union headquarters and met about 40 union 
members. Thirteen of these members participated in 
individual, taped interviews in which I asked them questions 
about their attitudes toward the union and toward politics 
in general. In the paper, information from these interviews 
is used as the main source of attitudes of some union 
members and of the impact the union has had on them. I also
3interviewed several members of the executive committee about 
different elements of the union's functioning, in Mexico 
City 1 also met with several political science professors at 
UNAM, the Mexican National University, who gave me 
suggestions fot the paper. Members of Mujares en Accion 
Sindical, a support organization and study center of women 
in labor unions, also provided me with many resources about 
women's unions and especially the 19th of September Union. 
Most other materials consist of articles by Mexican 
professors and theses by Mexican students which were
obtained from libraries and book stores in Mexico City
PART As BACKGROUND
MEXICAN ECONOMY
The Mexican economy grew tremendously in the period 1940 
to 1970, with an average annual growth rate of 6%. As a 
result of government industrialization policies, the 
importance of industry in national production rose 
substantially from 25% to 34%, while the role of agriculture 
decreased significantly.* This process was accompanied by a 
high degree of rural to urban migration, accounting for the 
influx of workers in the industrial and service sectors. 
Although the national economy improved during those years, 
the benefits of increased productivity were distributed 
inequitably. Despite the high rate of economic growth, 
unemployment —  and more significantly, underemployment —  
have been high, resulting in a considerable segment of the 
population living in poverty. The large pool of available 
labor also creates a downward pull on wages, thus decreasing 
the standard of living of tlv* working class.
In the 1970s Mexico's economic policy was characterized
by a shift away from industrialization and toward increasing
dependence on oil exportation. Mexico is one of the top
four oil producers, surpassed only by the Soviet Union, the
United States, and Saudi Arabia (each producing more than
2
twice Mexico's output). Due to Calling oil prices in the
5
61970s and inherent problems with Mexico’s oil policy, 
reliance on oil exports failed to solve Mexico's economic 
problems, and the peso experienced a significant devaluation 
in 1976. The administration of Lopez Portillo (1976-1982), 
despite being characterized by widespread corruption, was 
able to again generate economic growth largely by depending
3
on foreign loans and $4 billion in credit from the IMF,
Thus, when Miguel De la Madrid took office in 1982, Mexico 
was heavily in debt. De la Madrid enacted an austerity 
program to reduce the huge national debt and counter rapid 
inflation. The peso has also experienced several 
devaluations under De la Madrid.
The floundering economy has taken its toll on the 
Mexican people. Among the working class, unemployment has 
risen and real wages dropped considerably. As a result, the 
Mexican working class has suffered declining standards of 
living since the 1970s. This paper will further show how 
the burden of Mexico's economic crisis falls not only on the 
working class, but to a greater degree on working women.
Industrial development has played a large role in the 
Mexican economy, but not all areas of Mexico have 
experienced industrial growth. Regions with the highest 
level of industrial development in 1970 were Mexico City and 
the border states of Baja California and Nuevo Leon.*
Border regions have since played an even greater role in 
Mexican industrialization due to the Border 
Industrialization Program initiated in 1965. Much of Mexico 
is still very rural, particularly the southernmost states 
and also the central region aside from the area surrounding 
Mexico City.
The industrial sector officially employed about 3 
million workers in 1970, but due to the prevalence of
5
unregistered workers, the actual number was much higher.
The industrial sector has continued to be important in the 
1980s. There are five branches within the industrial 
sector: extractive, including mining, lumber, and removal of 
other natural resources; oil, one of the most important to 
the economy; transformation, encompassing the manufacturing 
of most products; construction; and electricity. 
Transformation industry employs the greatest number of 
workers and is the only industrial sector where female labor 
is significant.6
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WOMEN IN THE LABOR FORCE
Role of Women in the Economy
Mexican women participate in economically remunerative 
emotivities in two manners: either in 'open' or legal
8positions or in the 'hidden' or clandestine sector.^ 
Traditionally excluded £rom the paid labor force yet often 
head of the 'household' or the primary wage earner of the 
family, women have been forced to make money in other ways. 
Many women throughout Mexico are self-employed, subsisting 
on the money they earn from selling food, magazines, lottery 
tickets, clothing, and almost everything else. Other women 
work 'unofficially' in their homes, washing laundry, cooking 
and serving food, or subcontracting labor for assembling 
products such as clothing or electronic parts. Still others 
are employed in clandestine workshops, particularly common 
to the garment industry. Clandestine workshops range from 
small production units in the owners' homes to small 
factories employing 20 to 100 workers. This type of 
employment, just as most self-employment, is not necessarily 
hidden, but is nonetheless unofficial labor. Because the 
clandestine sector is so profuse in Mexico and it employs a 
large number of women, most statistics available for the 
female labor force are grossly inaccurate, accounting for 
official labor only. Some of the studies cited in this 
paper provide valid information about the unofficial sector, 
but due to the difficult nature of collecting data on 
unofficial workers, there are no comprehensive figures for 
the national labor force. What follows is a general
9overview of the characteristics of female workers in Mexico, 
largely based on data from the official census of 1970. 
Because these figures are from 1970, they are not applicable 
to the post-1985 situation as Mexico has experienced massive 
population increases* Thus, this overview of female labor 
is not intended to provide a comprehensive assessment of the 
current role of women in the Mexican economy, but rather a 
brief look at the differences between the male and female 
work force of Mexico*
Women have played an increasingly important role in the 
paid labor force of Mexico* The number of official female 
workers has increased both in numbers and in percentage 
relative to men* In 1940 women constituted only 7*41 of the 
economically active population (EAP), but by 1960 female 
representation in the EAP grew to 18.9%. (Between 1960 and
o
1970, however, this number rose negligibly to 191).
According to the 1970 census, there were approximately 2.5
million employed women in Mexico. By the early 1980s, the
female work force constituted 25% of the total EAP, or 5
g
million workers. Needless to say, women are still 
unequally represented in the labor force. Relative to the 
rest of the world, Mexican women are also under-represented 
in paid labor, illustrated by the fact that in 1970, women 
accounted for 301 of the global work force compared to only
10
19% in Mexico. The rate of Mexican female paid labor
participation is also one of the lowest in Latin America.*1
In addition, female unemployment is relatively high, with
women accounting for 40.9% of the officially unemployed 
12population.
According to Lourdes Beneria and Martha Roldan, the 
increase in Mexican women's employment is characterized by 
women entering three types of employment: 1) jobs where 
women replace men without a change in the nature of the job, 
i.e. women in government, management, and academics; 2) 
areas where the nature of the job has changed from "male" to 
"female" through new technology or a restructured labor 
process, i.e. utilization of female labor in new assembly 
factories, particularly on the U.S. border; and 3) jobs 
already defined as female —  women are not substituting men 
but are filling newly created jobs.13 In all three cases, 
there has been a "gendering of jobs", perpetuating the 
sexual division of labor. Often, women's jobs receive 
significantly lower wages.
Sectors Where Women Are Employed
As in most countries, in Mexico there are women 
employed as businesswomen, doctors, lawyers, and 




primarily in traditionally 'female' occupations, those that 
closely resemble the jobs women perform as mothers or 
homemakers. Between 1900 and 1970, approximately 31% of 
working women were employed in domestic service and 13.4% 
worked as teachers, secretaries, nurses, cooks or similar 
service occupations.18 Thus women have been concentrated in 
the service sector of the economy. Women number 
considerably in the industrial sector as well, but that work 
is also typically "female" in nature, such as garment work 
or food production. Women are also Important in the 
agricultural sector, from the subsistence level to export 
agribusiness, but participation of women in the agricultural 
work force is grossly under-reported and thus official 
figures are unreliable.1*
The service sector accounts for the greatest number of
woman workers, encompassing 60.5% of the female SAP in
1 9 7 0 , and of total workers in the service sector (4.1
million) women comprised nearly 36% (1.5 million).18 Within
the service sector, most women are concentrated in
'services' as opposed to transportation or commerce. In the
services branch of the service sector, 44% of the EAP are
women with the number of workers in this area 1.1 million
19women and 1.4 million men. However, these figures don't 
show the great differences.in occupations within the service
12
field or the very large range of salaries. Women are found 
in positions such as teachers, nurses, telephone operators, 
and especially, domestic workers. Jobs such as teaching, 
nursing, and domestic work are closely related to women's 
traditional tasks in the household.
Domestic work is the largest area of female employment, 
officially numbering about 500,000 workers, or 20% of the 
female labor force. (This figure is even higher in Mexico 
City where domestic work accounted for 30% of the female EAP 
in 1 9 7 0 ) . Thus the official figure of 500,000 workers 
employed nationally as domestic servants is inaccurate.
Since employers of domestic workers are independent 
households, their work is unregulated and unreported. Thus 
the actual number of domestic workers is really much higher, 
particularly in urban areas where upper and middle income 
families live.
After the service sector, the industrial sector employs
the most Mexican women. In 1970 there were approximately 3
21million industrial workers, 84% male and 16% female.
Although female participation in the other four industrial 
branches is marginal, women constitute a significant portion 
of the work force in the largest branch, that of the 
transformation industries. Women are concentrated in labor- 
intensive industries, the low wage sector of industry. Some
13
of the industries where women are employed are textiles,
food products, electric parts, hand crafts, pharmaceuticals,
and soaps and detergents, the most significant being the
22textile industry. The textile industry is characterized
by a predominantly female work force (although most
positions of authority such as managers and foremen are held
by men) and is apparently the second largest employer of
Mexican women (second only to domestic work as of 1970).
Since 1970, another aspect of the transformation
industry has flourished. Maquiladora (assembly production)
plants which employ primarily women have quickly grown in
Mexico in the last 20 years. The Border Industrialization
Program (BIP) in 1965 encouraged foreign investors to
operate plants on the other side of the U.S. border,
utilizing cheap Mexican labor for the labor-intensive
elements of production, and shipping back assembled products
23to the U.S.-based plant. This program used unprecedented
incentives to lure foreign investors; for example, factories
could be 100% foreign-owned and some states granted full tax
24exemption on profits. (Historically, Mexico has prevented 
foreign ownership by requiring that businesses in most 
industries be at least 51% Mexican-owned.) When initiated, 
the BIP was intended to be temporary, but in 1972 it was 
expanded to include all of Mexico and not just the border
14
states. These maquila factories employed 135,000 women in 
the early 1980s, with an ever-growing work force. The 
maquiladoras remain most Important in the border states, 
accounting for a large portion of the female work force in 
those areas.
Characterlstics of women Workers
The majority of Mexican working women are young,
single, and minimally educated, but there are also regional
variances. In regard to age, female workers are generally
young in the more developed regions of the country,
including Mexico City, but in less developed, rural areas,
women of all ages are economically active. For example, in
1970 in more developed, urban areas, rates of employment
were 311 for women aged 15-19, 301 for 20-24 year-old wcmen,
281 for ages 25-29, and decreasing percentages for older age 
25groups. Taking into account that Mexico has more younger 
people than middle-aged and older people, these percentages 
indicate a significantly larger number of young women than 
middle-aged women in the work force of urban areas. In 
rural regions, however, between 111 and 141 of women from
all age groups are economically active —  considerably less
26than in urban regions.
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As far as the education of female workers is concerned,
comparisons can be made between male and female workers. At
the level of higher education, women are considerably
outnumbered by men in most fields, but in the last 10-20
years, percentages of women at universities have greatly
increased. However, higher education accounts for a small
portion of the work force and is not relevant in the study
of working class women. What then, are the levels of
schooling of the working class? As might be expected, many
Mexican workers have received little schooling. However,
the gender differences in education are surprising; working
28women are generally more educated than working men.
According to Alonso, 15.5% of male workers have received 7 
or more years of schooling, compared to 35.5% of women 
workers. This may be because in many families, boys must 
quit school to work, but girls are not expected to work.
The shocking element of this data is the contradiction that 
working class women tend to have more education than working 
class men, yet men generally receive higher wages.
The elements of marriage and children are interactive 
factors in predicting a woman*s likelihood of working. In 
this context, marriage consists of legal marriage or free 
union relationships since both enttil the same social 
relationship. in a study using data from the 1970 census,
16
Ruiz Harrell determined that women are most likely to hold a
job if they are single and also have children* The second
most likely candidate for work is a single woman without
children, and the next most probable woman worker is a
married woman without children. The least common situation
29of working women was married women with children. The 
census also showed that nearly two thirds of working women 
in 1970 were single. From this data one can ascertain that 
many Mexican women are working out of necessity in order to 
support their family, yet wages for many women are below 
minimum wage, and too low to support a family.
Because of the prevalence of unregulated employment 
among Mexican women and because traditionally female work 
(where most women are concentrated) is valued less than 
typically male labor, Mexican women receive very low
o a
wages. Women are often assumed to be a supplementary 
labor force for their household, and consequently are paid
lower wages since they are not considered the primary
31providers. This assumption does not hold true, however, 
as indicated by the fact that Mexican women are most likely 
to be single mothers, responsible for supporting themselves 
and their children (see above). A study conducted in Mexico 
City in 1970 showed that 50% of the female EAP received less 
than minimum wage, 30% earned between minimum wage and twice
17
the minimum wage, and only 16% of all working women earned
32more than two times the minimum wage. The fact that half 
of all women working in the city were paid less than the 
minimum wage indicates that their labor was illegally 
contracted, demonstrating the high level of exploitation of 
the Mexican labor force in general and the female labor 
force in particular. Judging from Beneria and Roldan's 
study of home workers as well as accounts given by garment 
workers, many women have continued to receive unjust wages 
in the 1980s as well. The added factor of the economic 
crisis of the 1980s and the related inflation of the peso 
has worsened the economic situation for all workers, and 
particularly for those not even receiving the minimum wage.
There are various justifications for the lower pay of 
women's work, and most of them are unsubstantiated by actual 
experience. These "explanations" include the belief that 
women's work has lower skill requirements and that women's 
jobs require less physical strength. In addition to the 
fact that women are a cheaper labor force than men, 
employers have other reasons for increasingly hiring women. 
The assumed characteristics of female workers has led many 
employers to hire women rather than men. Among these 
assumed "gender-specific traits" are: reliability and work 
stability, careful manual work, discipline and patience,
18
ability to follow orders, high levels of productivity, and 
less conflict. In effect, these assumed female traits 
contribute to a stereotype of women as "submissive and 
docile" workers•^
Migration is another important factor in the recent
history of female workers. Since 1960, internal migration
has been a common practice for Mexicans looking for work;
this migration has primarily been rural to urban. More
women than men migrate, particularly to Mexico City from the
nearby states such as Mexico, Puebla, Morelos, Hidalgo, and
Tlaxcala. These women go to the city to find employment,
34often as domestic workers. A large portion of the female 
low-income work force in Mexico City consists of recent 
migrants from the countryside. In Mexico City, 501 of
domestic workers come from poor rural areas. 85% of these
35women remain in domestic work, unable to get better jobs.
Effects of Entering the Work Force
Aside from the geographical and cultural changes 
experienced by recently migrated workers, there are a number 
of effects experienced by most Mexican women upon entering 
the work force. Most obviously, initiation into the paid 
labor force results in a source of stable income. Earning 
money is likely to increase a woman's sense of self-worth,
19
but it does not necessarily result in increased economic 
freedom. Many Mexican women work out of necessity as single 
mothers or in contributing to the family subsistence income. 
Thus, receiving wages does not always signify increased 
economic power for the working woman.
In addition to the economic impact, women workers 
experience other important changes upon entering the work 
force. According to Virginia Guzman and Ursula Paredes, 
among these new elements are: 1) a new type of experience 
outside of her role as wife or daughter; 2) spaces of 
'freedom' i.e. the workplace becomes a new space outside the 
home where a woman 'belongs1; 3) personal self-affirmation 
as a result of accomplishing a job other than her previous 
family responsibilities and due to recognition of her worth 
through wages (albeit often inadequate compensation); and 4) 
the possibility of escaping family oppression, although that 
oppression is sometimes replaced by an exploitative work 
situation.^6 For single wumen without children, entering 
the work force is generally a positive influence, leading to 
the establishment of new social relationships with co­
workers and increased activities outside the home. For 
married women, however, the life changes which may occur as 
a result of working are more complex. Working wives and 
mothers work a douhle day, having household responsibilities
20
when they come home from work. Mexican men generally do not
share in child care or household jobs, and women tend to
37accept this work as their responsibility. If entering the
work force increases a woman's confidence and social or
economic status, she is likely to have increased
expectations, which can result in family conflicts or
dissatisfaction with her inferior role in the family or even 
3 6in society.
Labor Laws in Regard to Women
In 1962, the Federal Labor Law stated the equality of
39rights and obligations in work for men and women. There 
have also been laws of exception for women, for example 
Division II of article 123 of the Mexican Political 
Constitution prohibited women and children under 16 to work 
after 10:00 PM. This law has since been changed, however, 
to exclude the word women. Other laws of exception for 
women include the prohibition of female labor in unhealthy 
conditions or in dangerous jobs.40 In 1974, labor 
legislation was modified to improve the equality of women 
workers before the law. As a result of these reforms, the 
Federal Department in Defense of Women and Minors was 
abolished because the state determined it was no longer 
needed. According to the General Director of Work
21
Inspection of the Secretary of Labor, the rationale for the
reforms of 1974 is that the only difference between the
sexes is motherhood, and this difference is what should be
41legally protected. A statement published by the 
International Committee of Working Women after the First 
(Mexican) National Conference of Working Women in July of 
1987 declared that the Federal Labor Law is inadequate in 
regards to women in that it does not account for the 
specific conditions of women in Mexican society. Regardless 
of whether or not Mexican Labor Law adequately defends the 
rights of female workers, in practice, many of these laws 
are ignored and thus ineffective.
LABOR UNIONS IN MEXICO
Brief History of Labor Organizations
Ever since the first labor organizations formed after 
the Revolution of 1910 there has been an alliance between 
labor leaders and the state. In 1919 the Mexican Regional 
Workers Confederation (CROM) was founded with Luis Morones 
as its head. From the beginning, the CROM sought to 
increase its influence within the government and attempted 
to win federal and state government offices and to place 
representatives on the Labor Relations Boards being
22
established throughout the country. (These Labor Relations 
Boards have since played a key role in negotiating labor 
disputes.) In 1921 a second national labor organization, 
the General Confederation of Workers (CGT) was formed in 
opposition to the CROM. In contrast to the CROM's pro­
government stance, the CGT was an anarcho-syndicalist 
confederation, opposing any government alliance. The 1920s 
were characterized by intense, and often bloody, conflicts 
between members of CROM and of CGT, but despite their 
efforts for almost a decade, the CGT could not continue to 
defy the power of the state. By the end of the 1920s the 
CGT had "abandoned its revolutionary pretensions in exchange 
for the feeble hope of government patronage.
By the 1930s there were four significant labor
organizations, and three of them were closely tied to the
government. The CROM and the CGT were both powerful, but
the CROM had lost some legitimacy and a faction had
separated itself from the power of Morones, calling
43themselves the "purified CROM". The fourth labor group 
active in the 1930s was the Sindical Unity Confederation of 
Mexico (CSUM), organized by the communist party. Although 
successful in gaining members from existing unions and in 
obtaining support for Mexican Communists, the CSUM never had
23
a strong enough base to seriously threaten the dominance of
44the state-allied organizations*
The political scene changed dramatically with the
presidency of Lazaro Cardenas in V934; the president
contested the omnipotence of former president Calles (who
had effectively ruled behind the scenes ever since his own
resignation) and declared his own reforms. Most of the
organized labor groups (with the exception of the CSUM)
supported the Cardenas break from Calles and his
reorganization of the political system. This labor support
graetly enabled Cardenas to gain power. It was under
Cardenas that the Confederation of Mexican Workers (CTM) was
formed in 1936 to head the labor wing of the government.
[With the formation of the Party of the Mexican Revolution
(PRM), which later evolved into the Revolutionary
Institutional Party (PRI), Cardenas initiated a system of
four sectors of support: labor, peasant, military, and
45popular (primarily middle class). The PRI still maintains 
this structure, with the exception of the military wing, 
accounting for its wide-based support. The labor sector is 
currently the strongest ally of the government.46 The new 
CTM was comprised of the ex-CROMistas and the Communist 
party. However, the Communist party quickly lost most of 
its influence, forced to wield its power to the ex-CROMista
24
and anti-communist alliance headed by Vicente Lombardo 
Toledano and Fidel Velazquez. The CTM has since remained 
the most powerful actor in organized labor.
In 1955 the Block of Worker Unity (BUO), an umbrella 
organization encompassing the CTM, CGT, CROM, and several 
national industrial unions, was formed. Although it was an 
ineffectual organization, the BUO, together with the 
National Center of Workers (CNT), led to the formation of 
the Congreso del Trabajo (the National Labor Congress) in 
1966, which is Mexico's current labor umbrella organization.
State-Labor Alliance
In addition to organized labor's history of dependence 
on the state and the fact that the CTM, the most powerful 
labor organization, is a branch of the PRI, the state-labor 
alliance is further enhanced by the fact that unions 
function under the authority of the government. Unions are 
not legal unless they are registered with a national or 
state labor board, and thus must be approved by these 
boards. These Labor boards, under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Labor, perform crucial functions in the 
operation of unions, such as ruling on the legality of a 
strike, negotiating labor conflicts between individual
25
workers and their companies, and presiding over union
, 4 7
elections for representatives.
This state-labor alliance is characterized by a system 
called oharrismo, in which union leaders, or charros, 
cooperate with government officials for mutual benefit in 
order to maintain control over the working class. Union 
representatives are often referred to as charros if they 
don't represent the interests of the workers. According to 
Ian Roxborough, this classification of the Mexican labor 
system as Charrismo is exaggerated.48 But in the garment 
industry it is exactly this type of collaboration between 
labor and state which was uncovered as a result of the 
earthquake of September 19, 1985.
Labor Negotiations
When a union chapter is established in a factory a 
collective contract is drawn up between the workers and 
management, stating the conditions of the labor agreement. 
(See Appendix A) Since the collective contract is necessary 
to make a union legal, factory owners use various techniques 
to circumvent honest negotiations with workers and create 
illegitimate collective contracts. These practices are very 
common in the garment industry and will be discussed later.
26
Once a collective contract exists, there is a defined
procedure for negotiating labor disputes* All labor
conflicts eventually are arbitrated in the labor courts
Labor Relations Boards. First, if workers feel that any
aspect of the collective contract has not been properly
honored, they have the legal right to initiate a strike and
submit a submission to the appropriate Labor Relations Board
49(local or federal) to legalize the strike. If the Labor 
Relations Board approves the strike, the workers have more 
leverage in the negotiations. A factory owner can also file 
a complaint with individual workers, thereby initiating 
labor negotiations.
Labor negotiations take place in two separate labor 
court systems, the local and federal Juntas de Conciliacion 
y Arbitraje (labor relations boards). All unions operate 
under either the federal or the local courts, and all 
industries of national importance, including railways, 
steel, textiles, etc., fall under federal jurisdiction.
Thus all unions in the garment industry negotiate with the 
federal labor board. Labor courts have three judges, 
representing the interests of capital, labor, and the 
government. Labor and capital representatives are 
designated by trade unions and employers' associations and 
the government representative is from the Ministry of Labor.
27
Thus, in many labor disputes, workers are entirely
unrepresented since the union-designated representative may
be allied with the official unions who do not actually
defend the workers. More militant unions would be expected
to act as representatives of their members, defending them
against the employers in the labor courts, whereas more
conservative unions (generally the official unions) are
50likely to be in conflict with their own members.
In a study of 100 cases of grievances within the
automobile industry, 40 cases involved the union as part of
the dispute. Of these 40 cases, 29 involved the union as
co-defendant with the company and in only 11 cases did the
union actually support the worker. Finally, 10 of these 11
cases involved the same union-local known for being active
in worker protests.51 Although this example encompasses a
small number of incidents, exclusively within the automobile
industry, it is not an uncommon situation. The labor courts
generally function as one part of the state-labor alliance,
and "cannot be said to function with any great efficiency to
52defend the rights of individual workers.”
Independent vs. Official Unions
Unions affiliated with the above-mentioned labor 
organizations are considered "official” unions whereas
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unions which have severed ties with official labor 
organizations or have formed separately from them are 
usually classified as 1 independentM unions* It is generally 
more difficult for an independent union to obtain a register 
or maintain its legitimacy since a union register is granted 
through the Ministry of Labor and all union negotiations 
take place under government authority with the Labor 
Relations Board* Thus if a union is in conflict with the 
official labor organizations (as many independent unions 
are) and these organizations are closely allied with the 
state (such as the CTM which is an official branch of the 
PRI), it follows that government officers are unlikely to 
deal amicably with independent unions*
In the 1970s an unprecedented number of independent 
unions were formed* For the first time, the administration 
was very tolerant of independent unions, and by the late 
1970s over one hundred independent unions received 
registers.53 After the turmoil of the late 1960s, the PRI 
had lost some legitimacy so President Gcheverria (1970-76) 
attempted to open up and reform the government in order to 
decrease the threat of greater instability* One of his 
reforms was a policy of acceptance of independent unions* 
(Echeverria's ''opening up" of the system is just the sort of 
reform that Mexican presidents since Cardenas have used to
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increase the administration's popular legitimacy. By taking 
initial steps to incorporate, or co-op, the opposition's 
demands into the existing system, the PHI has managed to 
reduce the level of dissent from unrepresented factions.) 
Most independent unions have since joined the independent 
union umbrella organization, the Independent Worker Unity 
(UOI)• It is predicted that the UOI will soon be 
incorporated into the Congreso del Trabajo, thus
54incorporating them into the national system of unions.
Women in Labor Unions
There is an absence of distinction by gender in any
official statistics relating to unions, and thus it is
difficult to accurately determine the extent of union
participation among working women. Two unions where female
membership is significant are the National Telephone Workers
Union and the Union of the Workers of the Qeneral 
55Hospital. These are both industries where female workers 
are significant and where wages are relatively high.
However, if we look at the general working population, stark 
differences in union representation between different 
industries point to a very low level of union representation 
for women workers relative to men* This differential is 
partly due to the fact that women are concentrated in lower
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wage jobs, and Mexican unionization is concentrated in high-
wage sectors,56 It is more difficult to organize in low-
wage industries characterized by high labor replaceability
and thus greater reluctance to lose one's job.
Whether or not it can be attributed to lower wages and
labor insecurity in female-dominated industries, statistics
indicate a low level of unionization in industries where
women are found, (Unionization within the garment industry,
however is an exceptional case, with relatively high levels
of union membership, although much of it fraudulent.) For
the most part, there is a high incidence of unionization in
male-dominated industries. For example, 97% of electric
workers and 84.9% of transport workers are unionized, and
78.6% of those who work in extractive industries (e.g.
57mining, oil) belong to unions. Very few women are
employed in these fields, and thus virtually none of their
union members would be women. In sectors where a
significant number of women are found, however, unions are
usually rare. For example, in the commerce industry, only
3% of the workers are unionized, and in the service sector,
where a large percentage of working women are found, the
58level of unionization is only 10.6%). Although exact 
statistics are not available, it is clear that a much larger
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number of male workers are unionized than are female 
workers.
There are a number of explanations for the relatively 
low level of unionization among women in the labor force. 
Traditionally, in Mexico, women have been discouraged from 
engaging in political participation. Very few women hold 
political office, and the right to vote was not granted to 
women until 1950 to I960.59 Women's traditional role in 
Mexican society prevents many women from taking the 
initiative to become active politically in a union or other 
political organization. Union participation is made more 
difficult for women than men due to the above-mentioned 
cultural constraints and also practical reasons related to 
the traditional sex roles of Mexican society. Of course, 
this depends on the union, and there are exceptions such as 
the national education union. However, within the garment 
industry, the factors of traditional sex-role expectations 
and a high level of responsibility outside the workplace 
have clearly influenced women's participation in union 
organizing.
Personal factors which may inhibit a woman's 
participation in a union are 1) domestic responsibilities 
(cooking, cleaning, child care, etc.) which prevent her from 
attending union meetings, 2) fear of losing one's job, which
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is very difficult to replace and also may be essential to
the family's subsistence, and 3) desire to maintain harmony
in the family if family members disapprove of her union 
6 0involvement. These personal factors combined with 
societal limitations inhibit women's union activities. For 
example, during interviews with members of the 19th of 
September Union, one woman noted that many members are no 
longer married because their husbands thought that women 
should not be involved in union activities. These women 
confronted family conflicts in order to be involved in the 
union, but other women do not want to sacrifice their 
families for the union. Another union member stated that 
women have more household obligations, making union 
participation more difficult to fit into one's schedule than 
for men who often do not spend as much time working in the 
home.
MEXICAN GARMENT INDUSTRY
The Industry's Significance in Mexico
The clothing and textiles industry is important to the 
national economy as part of the transformation industries 
which employ the most workers in the industrial sector. 
Official (government) figures for the number of workers
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employed nationally in the garment industry at the time of
the September, 1985 earthquake are 102,000 to 120,000. The
estimated actual number, however, is reported to be 700,000.
This discrepancy can be attributed to the extremely high
number of factories operating unofficially. Approximately
80% of the garment factories in Mexico are unregistered,
i.e. illegal. Many of these illegal businesses are not
hidden; they function openly as clothing factories. yet
because they are unregistered, they do not abide by official 
61regulations* In 1979 there were 575 registered factories 
manufacturing clothing in Mexico City. The factories in 
Mexico City accounted for 55% of the national garment work 
force and 63% of total production value within the industry. 
Thus, a significant portion of the industry is concentrated 
in Mexico City.**2
In addition to regulated and unregulated shops, there 
is a substantial amount of homework, the subcontracting of 
production to individuals who work out of their homes. 
Homework is a "widespread occurrence in the garment 
industry" yet because of its undocumented and hidden nature, 
it is difficult to judge its prevalence. One study showed 
that in the Nezahualcoytl region of Mexico City, one of the 
largest shantytowns, in 1976 there were garment homeworkers
c A
in 10% of the households. If we can generalize these
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findings to other working class areas of Mexico City, the 
number of homeworkers is at least in the thousands. Since 
official statistics are not available for unregistered 
factories and household production, it is impossible to 
account for all workers in the garment industry, but it is 
clear that the actual number of workers is much greater than 
official statistics indicate.^
The garment industry is one of the major sources of 
employment for working class women. Other industries with a 
high concentration of female workers are telephone 
operators, elementary school teachers, flight attendants, 
and domestic workers. Aside from domestic work, however, 
access to most other sectors is limited by small size or by 
education requirements. Garment work requires a specific 
skill, but very little schooling is necessary. Thus, for 
working class women with a low level of education, domestic 
work and garment work are the two most common sources of 
employment in Mexico and especially in Mexico City. In 
other areas of the country, particularly in regions 
bordering the United States, assembly plants also employ 
large numbers of women. Whereas assembly plants are 
primarily concentrated in one region, garment factories are 
prominent in urban areas throughout Mexico.
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Characteristics of the Industry
As previously stated, most garment workers are
women. Men in the garment industry almost always hold the
higher paying jobs such as foreman in the larger factories.
There are exceptional cases of men working the low wage jobs
66of sewing and ironing, but this is rare. Most garment
workers are young and single; as many as 79% are between the
6 7ages of 19 and 30, an estimated 42.6% are under, and only
6 88-9% of the workers are married. Many of these women are
single mothers (66%) which indicates the frequency of
separation and abandonment of mothers (many working class
mothers are single) as well as their increased need to enter
69the work force.
Several characteristics of the garment industry account 
for the very low salaries of garment workers. The simple 
fact that the industry is dominated by female workers 
sugges . chat wages will be substantially lower than in 
male-dominated fields. Traditionally female work is valued 
less than similarly skilled work done by men. Relative to 
wages in predominantly male-dominated fields, the legal 
professional wage for garment workers is very low. In 
addition, due to the high unemployment rate, the work force 
is easily replaceable, further decreasing the "value" of the 
workers. The fact that many factories operate illegally —
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and even those which ace legal are largely unregulated —
further enables owners to pay low wages. Garment workers
generally do not receive the legal professional minimum wage
which is their legal right, and most do not even receive the
non-professional minimum wage. In 1985-86, the legal
minimum wage for garment workers was 20,000 pesos pet week,
yet the average costurera, or garment worker, was making
705,000 to 10,000 pesos per week.
The garment industry is characterized by a high 
frequency of factory turnovers —  factories closing down or 
relocating. This high turnover rate can be attributed to 
low barriers to entry into the industry as well as the 
unstable nature of the industry. Low capital equipment 
costs contribute to the relative ease of entry into the 
garment industry. Used equipment generally suffices; in 
fact, 48% of the machinery in registered factories is more
7i
than fifteen years old. Many factories are small,
employing fewer than twenty workers, and thus require little
space and only a few machines. Since the only necessary
equipment are sewing machines and electricity, shops can be
set up rather quickly and easily. In the larger factories
modern machines are more common, but they are less
significant since the industry is dominated by many small 
72producers.
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Although start-up costs are low, howeve., success in 
the industry is not guaranteed. The current national 
economic crisis has caused great fluctuations in the market 
and demand for non-essential clothing items has declined. 
Since many factories produce for the domestic market, supply 
can quickly exceed demand. Thus, the instability of the 
market has resulted in frequent factory closings. The high 
factory turnover rate of the garment industry contributes to 
the lack of commitment to the workers, resulting in low 
salaries, few benefits, and general disregard for workers' 
rights.
Unions in the Garment Industry
As mentioned above, illegal union practices are 
particularly common in the garment industry. Labor bosses 
or charros frequently collude with factory owners to draw up 
false collective contracts without the participation of the 
workers. These labor bosses sell "blank contracts" to the 
factory owners, selling them protection from any legitimate 
worker organizing attempts. Since a factory can only hold a 
contract with one union, an effectual union would have a 
difficult time obtaining a contract with a factory owner if 
he already has a contract with the charro union.
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Workers become registered with a union without being 
aware that they have become union members or without knowing 
what union they belong to,73 Factory owners simply require 
workers to sign union documents in order to work, never 
explaining what the documents are. Through this process, an 
owner can easily unionize a factory and possess all the 
"legal” documents necessary to demonstrate unionization 
without having allowed any sort of union activities.
Another method of illegally unionizing a factory is the use 
of "white contracts” which are contracts created by the 
factory owner himself and used to deceive workers into 
thinking they belong to a union, when actually they do 
not.74
Overall the degree of corruption and exploitation of 
workers in unions in the garment industry is even higher 
than in other sectors. This high degree of worker 
exploitation can be attributed to both the high number of 
illegal factories in the industry and to the fact that 
garment workers are women and therefore assumed to be 
complacent.
This stereotype of female workers as servile and 
complacent is inaccurate as evidenced by various forms of 
worker dissent within factories. During an interview in 
Chicago on April 30, 1988, two members of the executive
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committee of the 19th of September Garment Workers' Union 
described several common tactics of in-factory clandestine 
protests in the garment industry. One such method, called 
"turtlism", consists of coordinating all the workers in the 
factory to slow down their machines to decrease production. 
Consequently, the owner or manager must allow the workers to 
express any complaints in order to return the factory to 
normal production levels. Another technique of gaining 
control over the owner is by intentionally misconstructing a 
garment, for example: putting a size small sleeve on a size 
medium blouse. These methods of discreet protest are 
intended to attract the attention of the owner and make him 
recognise the fact that he depends on the workers for his 
profits. The advantage of using the above-mentioned 
clandestine methods is that no individual worker needs to 
take blame for speaking out. More visible forms of protest 
such as rallies or strikes is less common in the garment 
industry not because the workers are complacent, but rather 
that these activities pose a greater risk to some workers of 
losing their jobs.
PART B THE STUDY
THE EARTHQUAKE OF 1985
The Earthquake^ Impact
The earthquake of September 19th and 20th, 1985 was a 
national disaster, a crisis. Most of Mexico City was 
affected. It is said that a natural disaster is impartial; 
it affects everyone, rich or poor, educated or illiterate, 
man, woman, and child, alike. And, yes, it is true that in 
Mexico City, everyone was affected. Buildings crumbled. 
People died. Families were left homeless. Even today, 
three full years after the earthquake, the results of this 
tragedy can still be seen. There ar> dozens of buildings, 
even in the downtown business district, which have not yet 
been repaired or rebuilt. But despite the initial 
impartiality of a natural disaster, the resulting tragedies 
are not equally distributed. This was a lesson quickly 
learned by workers of the garment industry.
The garment district, located near the center of Mexico 
City, was one of the most hard-hit by the earthquake. An 
estimated 800 factories and workshops were totally 
destroyed. The physical impact on these buildings is 
unimaginable. For example, *n eleven-story building at 150 
San Antonio Abad Avenue was reduced to the size of a three- 
story building. Just down the street at 164 San Antonio
- 41
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Abad, the upper four stories collapsed into a warehouse
75below. It is no accident, however, that the damage in
this region was so severe. Partly because there are many
illegal garment factories, but also because the industry is
simply not well-regulated, the buildings were unsafe and
incapable of withstanding an earthquake, particularly one so
severe. The badly constructed buildings collapsed under the
weight of the machinery and fabric on the upper floors.
These unsafe conditions are a result of severe crowding in
these buildings. For example, an 8-story building on
76Izazaga Street contained 50 sweat shops. The garment 
work* v ''emselves were victims of these unsafe and 
ultimately )isastrous conditions. The death toll was 
exceedingly high; between 600 and 1000 garment workers were
killed, with some estimates as high as 1600, and 40,000
77were left jobless.
Since many of the garment workers were unaware of their 
rights or how to defend them, they were often exploited by 
their bosses. Claiming bankruptcy, the factory owners 
frequently vacated the buildings and deserted the workers 
without paying them compensation and without taking them 
back to work when they set up new shops in other areas of 
the city. The work force is easily replaceable due to high 
unemployment levels, so some owners felt little or no
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loyalty to the workers* Seniority within a factory was not 
an issue sirce many factories were either illegally operated 
or unregulated* As a result many workers were left jobless 
with disregard to their record with the company*
As women, the garment workers were affected by the
earthquake in ways not experienced by their male
counterparts. Thousands of women were instantly converted
into heads of families when their husbands died. Many could
not return to their jobs nor to the garment district because
78their means of child care was destroyed. Factors besides 
the destruction of the v<ork place, such as family 
responsibilities, and particularly child care, made it 
difficult or impossible for women to return to work and to 
the struggle occurring in the garment district.
Although women contributed substantially to emergency 
relief after the earthquake, as a group they were denied the 
credit they deserved for their participation in the rescue 
effort. According to FEM magazine, the general opinion in 
television and radio interviews was that "Even though the 
women can not take up pick and shovel because they are
79weaker, they have helped, although it be in other ways." 
Statements such as these negate the actual participation of 
many women in the rescue efforts. The role that many women 
played, in tasks such as providing food and health care and
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answering telephones, was invaluable during this national 
crisis. The work of many women after the earthquake was 
devalued because it was assumed that women were not actually 
searching or rescuing bodies when in reality many were and 
those who weren’t were providing other important services .
Rescue Efforts after the Earthquake
During the hours and days immediately following the
earthquake, the primary concern was that of rescue. In the
garment district, those who began the search for bodies
among the debris were the garment workers themselves,
searching for co-workerc They were soon joined by the
families of the missing women, "In the first days only
family members and volunteers devoted themselves to the task
8 0of looking for the garment workers," In the following
days, large cranes were brought in by construction companies
contracted to help in the rescue efforts, "Amidst the
ambulances and cars marked with a flag or red cross there
appeared a strange sight: the giant machines capable of
81removing tons of debris, but not the panic." This 
machinery was sent to the garment district to help in the 
massive rescue effort of removing bodies and hopefully 
saving lives.
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In many cases, however, the machinery was not used to
save lives* The cranes were instead rented by factory
82owners to help them remove their heavy machinery.
Witnesses said that some members of the crowd were also
being paid by the owners to remove fabric and load it onto
trucks. They were being paid 1000 pesos for each roll of
8 3cloth they "rescued". The owners paid pe°Ple to remove
primary materials, safeboxes, and machinery before removing
workers. It wasn't until 17 days after the earthquake that
84official rescue squads began removing bodies.
Not only were rescue efforts being diverted for the
owners own use, but in addition, family members and
volunteers were prohibited from searching on their own.
"The general secretary (of the rescue effort) had told us
that people without a permit could not enter; only workers,
8 5soldiers, and owners could enter." Soldiers stood guard, 
blocking the entrances to buildings and to the roped off 
danger zone. Government engineers were brought in and 
declared the buildings unsafe to enter, yet they did not 
restrict the entrance of the factory owners an<i their 
workers.
The surviving garment workers and others who helped in 
the rescue efforts were angry at the owners for ignoring 
them and at the soldiers for refusing them entrance to
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search for bodies. These women were convinced that there 
were still survivors among the debris, yet their attempts to 
rescue them were deemed unimportant.
During these initial days after the earthquake, there 
were other confrontations with the owners of the factories. 
Owners refused to pay the women for their last week's pay or 
they underpaid them with no intention of ever taking them 
back as workers. "The owners wanted to free themselves from 
the nuisance of the workers in order to reconstruct their
industry with the same conditions in another zone of the
8 6ci**y.M The combination of the owners* apparent 
ambivalence towards rescuing possible survivors and the 
realization that their right to work was in imminent danger 
compelled the garment workers to organize and fight for 
their rights.
Initial Organizing after the Earthquake
Some of the factory owners were trying to pull out all 
their capital and get out of the garment district before 
they would have to face the demands of the workers. When 
some of the garment workers realized that their bosses were 
not being held accountable for their actions, they began to 
organize in order to receive compensation and prevent the 
owners from deserting them. These women wasted no time in
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organizing. The first all-night vigil took place on
September 24th, just five days after the earthquake*
The workers at the Dimension Welds factory were the
first to organize against their owner* At first, they
attempted to talk with the owner to receive the money owed
them from the days they had already worked, but initial
talks were unsuccessful. Knowing their boss was legally
obliged to pay them, the women went to the Congress of Labor
to report him* The Congress, however, was temporarily shut
down, since it had also collapsed during the earthquake, and
thus could not provide them with information about how to
89receive their entitled compensation*
At this point, the women began to talk with a feminist
group called the Lesbian Feminist Marxist-leninist Study
Group and with members of the National Front of Democratic
Lawyers, supporters who had come to the garment district to
90offer their aid* A lawyer from the National Front of
Democratic Lawyers recommended that they take action to
91protect their right to compensation* With the support of 
the feminists, the women decided to claim the machinery in 
the sweatshops to use as collateral in their negotiations 
with the owner* They established 24 hour vigilance to 
prevent removal of the machines* The first night, thirty 
workers guarded the machinery at the risk of facing various
87
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family conflicts for "staying out" all night. The following
morning, Friday, October 4th, the factory owner brought in a
crane to remove the machinery. The area was roped off and
soldiers stood guard. Meanwhile, the workers were gaining
support from various factions. While the owner loaded the
machinery onto a truck and prepared to take it away, the
workers blocked the road with debris so the truck could not
leave. This pressure caused the owner to change his
position and to offer the women payment for the days they
had worked. Knowing they had a right to compensation for
the days they couldn't work, the women refused his first
92offer and began to shout, "Compensation! Compensation!"
In response, the owner had the truck turn around to leave by 
another street, and the garment workers quickly formed a 
human blockade against its departure. Despite the presence 
of armed soldiers, the women remained firm in their 
resistance. Finally the owner said he would not remove the 
machinery and he left it in a parking lot near the 
building. The support of many other garment workers and 
solidarity groups helped provide the women with the strength 
necessary to confront their pwner and the soldiers.
While the Dimension Welds workers were confronting 
their boss, another group of women was also organizing in 
the garment district. Just a block and a half from the
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Dimension Welds factory, workers and family members were 
gathered at the Amal factory. On the fourth floor of 150 
San Antonio Abad Avenue the bodies of the Amal workers were 
trapped under heavy machinery. The families of these 
workers wanted the machinery removed so that the bodies 
could be taken away. They also wanted compensation for the 
death of the workers. The owner, apparently to avoid paying 
compensation, denied that it was his employees who were 
trapped on the fourth floor.
The families of the Amal workers had created a small
encampment from which to base their rescue efforts. By the
6th of October, they had not received any cooperation from
the Amal factory owner in rescuing the bodies nor in
negotiating their compensation. In order to obtain their
demands, they decided to partially blockade the passage to
the highway. They set up camp in the street with tents made
from blankets provided by the Revolutionary Workers Party
(PRT). They remained there all day Sunday with the police
periodically threatening to expel them. By Monday morning
they had received a great deal of support from various
groups including the Dimension Wells factory workers.
Finally, around 9«00 AM the removal of the machinery 
94began.
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It is very possible that some o£ these workers were 
actually still alive at this time, the first week of 
October. Volunteer brigades reported that foreign rescue 
teams with more modern equipment detected signs of life as 
late as the third of October. Yet because of the stalling
by bosses such as the Amal factory owner, these bodies were
95not removed in time. Whether or not these women's lives 
could have been saved is not known. What is important to 
the overall struggle of these women is their conviction that 
something could have been done to save their fellow workers. 
The garment workers' outrage at the perceived injustices 
they faced when attempting to save lives gave their movement 
added momentum.
Soon other garment workers organized. At the Carnival
garment company, which had not been seriously damaged,
workers had returned to the factory the second day after the
earthquake. On October 7th, however, they refused to work
because a nearby subway tower threatened to fall on their 
96building. Likewise, on that same Monday, workers in the 
building at 186 Manuel Jose Othon Avenue, which housed 
several sweatshops, refused to enter their building for fear 
it would collapse. One woman expressed a common sentimentt 
"My husband doesn't want me to go work in the factory 
[because of the potential danger]. He is angry when I go to
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work. But I already know what the owner tells me that 'if
97we don't want to work, there are others who will."' 
Nonetheless, women were refusing to work in various 
factories because they would not acquiesce to work under 
threatening conditions.
These were not the first organizing attempts by garment 
workers, but they were the first successes the workers had 
obtained over their bosses. These victories can be 
attributed to the intensity of the situation which increased 
the determination and involvement of these women, the 
visibility of the garment district which put pressure on the 
owners and the government, and the outside support the 
workers received, strengthening their movement.
Process Leading to the formation of the Union
Out of the initial organizing first begun by the 
Dimension Welds workers an entire movement arose. On 
October 13th, workers from fifteen different factories in 
the San Antonio Abad garment district officially joined 
together to form the "Union of Garment Workers in 
Struggle."98
Meanwhile, workers in the downtown factories were also 
coming together. Most of these workers were required to 
return to work soon after the earthquake because their
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buildings were not as badly damaged as those in the garment
district, even though their working conditions were still
dangerous. Aided by various feminists who came to be known
as the "Women's Brigade in 8upport of the Costureras in the
City's Center," these workers wore beginning to confront the
owners for making them work in dangerous conditions. It was
largely due to Intervention by feminist groups that the
problems of the downtown garment workers became known.
Because these factories were not located near the majority
in the garment district, they did not receive the media
attention nor solidarity that other workers did. Thanks to
the organized feminists who went to the downtown areas to
help these women, they, too, joined in the city-wide
99struggle of garment workers. On October 16th, the 
Organization of Downtown Garment Workers was formed by
100workers from different factories in the downtown area.
The workers of the downtown district were in close contact 
with those from the garment district. On October 16th, it
was agreed that both groups would join together on the 18th
101to march to the presidential palace.
While this organizing was taking place, national and 
international press was informing the public of the various 
struggles of the garment workers, keeping the issue at the 
forefront. La Jornada, a widely read Hexico City daily.
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provided thorough coverage of the garment workers' 
struggle. Many people learned for the first time of the 
illegal and exploitative conditions which characterized the 
garment industry. Particular cases also surfaced as a 
result of the earthquake. The case of owners removing 
equipment before trying to rescue workers was widely 
publicized. The media also reported cases of garment 
workers suing bosses who declared bankruptcy to avoid paying 
compensation and who then opened new factories under 
different names. It was this type of publicity which 
embarrassed the Mexican government, forcing the workers to 
take immediate action.
On October 17th, the Union of Garment Workers in
Struggle (joined by the Downtown Garment Workers) presented
a petition to Hilda Anderson, leader of the women's
representatives of the CTM and member of the PRI. They
demanded official union recognition and a meeting with
President de la Madrid, and Hilda Anderson offered to act
as a communications link between them and the President.
The garment workers refused her offer because they did not
103want to become incorporated into the PRI.
On the night of the 17th, an all-night meeting took 
place to discuss the direction and strategy of the garment 
workers' movement. At that meeting, a commitment was formed
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to maintain the unity of the struggle and to ensure survival
of the movement. On Friday, October 18th, 3000 garment
workers marched from the Column of Independence to the
President's residence at Los Pinos. For many of these
women, it was the first time in their lives they had
participated in a demonstration.^*
At the meeting with President de la Madrid, the women
accused the PRI government of collusion with the factory
owners. The President officially recognized their union and
promised them that measures would be taken to ensure ';hat
the factory owners fulfilled their legal responsibilities
105toward the workers. A government commission was formed 
to help grant the demands of the garment workers. This 
commission was headed by the Labor Secretary and included 
the Secretary of Commerce and Industrial Development, the
Mexican Institute of Social Security, and the Department of
10 5the Federal District. Faced with the highly visible
protests of the garment workers, the government was suddenly 
very accommodating to their needs.
The union still had to fulfill the requirements of a 
national union in order to receive their union register, 
making th union official, in order to do so, they needed 
affiliates from other states. This demand was easily 
fulfilled since the Authentic Workers' Front (the FAT) was
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10 7eager to participate* The FAT was an organization of
garment workers from the city of Irapuato, outside of Mexico
City, which had been active for several years but due to its
relatively small size had made slow progress* They were
very willing to join the national struggle by joining the 
108union* On October 20, 1985, the National Independent
Garment Workers' Union "19th of September" was granted its
109register with an estimated 8000 ind^ .dual members*
19TH OF SEPTEMBER UNION
After the union register was granted, the garment 
workers lost a great deal of exposure and support* Their 
struggle became more difficult with the withdrawal of 
national and international attention, leaving the garment 
workers on their own without the support of the public and 
without the pressure on the government and owners brought 
about by international recognition* Although it appear?d 
that their battle was won when the union gained its 
register, many obstacles still lay ahead* The union had yet 
to implement any changes, including their first goal of 
receiving worker's compensation* In the weeks following the 
establishment of the union, the workers engaged in 
negotiations with factory owners in order to actually
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receive the compensation which was due. These negotiations 
were a long and difficult legal process which tested the 
fortitude of: the workers and threatened the very existence 
of the union. If the union did not succeed in obtaining 
fair settlements for the workers, its credibility would be 
under question. These negotiations began days after the 
union register was granted. Consequently, the union was 
faced with the dual task of winning its first legal battle 
while at the same time setting up its internal structure.
In order for the union to survive, it had to succeed in 
these tasks from the outset.
Negotiating Compensation
During hearings for the first factories under 
negotiation, the union decided that more workers would 
benefit from block negotiations —  negotiating compensation 
for all the affected workers at one time —  rather than 
factory-by-factory negotiations. The block negotiation 
procedure would also benefit workers who were not union
members, since the decision would be applicable to all
110affected factories.
The union, while attempting to obtain block 
negotiations with the Secretary of Labor, halted the 
existing negotiations. At the same time, some factory
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owners released a statement against the union saying that 
there were owners willing to pay compensation but the union 
would not allow negotiations. Those owners who were willing 
to pay compensation attempted to do so outside of the 
official negotiations and sought out workers to pay them 
individually.111. Whether intentionally or not, these owners 
succeeded in weakening the union’s ability to push for block 
negotiations. The union eventually accepted factory-by­
factory negotiations.
After losing its struggle for block negotiations, the
union engaged in another attempt to obtain greater control
over the negotiations by insisting that the discussions take
place in the offices of the Secretary )f Labor rather than
in the Junta de Conciliation y Arbitraje (Labor Relations
112Board) offices as scheduled. The union thought this 
change in location would aid in reducing the bureaucracy 
involved with the Labor Relations Board and would bring a 
political emphasis to the discussions. The union had very 
little backing for this proposal. Even the lawyers who 
offered them support thought it was a bad idea because it 
would delay the negotiations or prohibit them altogether.
The union members did not back down from this demand and 
eventually won the right to move the negotiations.
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Establishing the Onion's Structure
Once the union register was granted, the women took 
immediate action to organize and develop the union. In 
planning the union, the members kept in mind their intention 
of creating an independent and, above all, democratic, union 
which would truly defend the rights of the workers. The 
unique structure of the union demonstrates these goals.
The basic structure of the union was decided early in
113the union's development. initially, the union's
structure consisted of the General Assembly and the 
Executive Committee. Within a month, however, the permanent 
structure was established, incorporating local sections into 
the democratic process. This permanent structure is as 
follows!
National Congress:
The National Congress has the most authority and 
consists of delegates from every section (every factory), 
one delegate for every ten members of a section and one 
delegate from factories with less than ten union members. 
Decisions require 50% plus one vote of attendance. The 
delegates are chosen by the Section Assembly and their 
function is to attend to the general problems of the Union.
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National Executive Committee;
This committee consists of 18 members filling the
following positions;
General Secretary 
Secretary of Work and Conflicts 
Secretary of Acts and Agreements 
Secretary of Exterior Relations 
Secretary of Political Education 
Secretary of Organization 
Secretary of Finances 
Secretary of Sports and Recreation 
Secretary of Press and Propaganda
There are 9 titulars and 9 alternates. These people are 
proposed at the level of the General Assembly and ratified 
in the National Congress. Although the executive committee 
has less voting power than the national congress, the 
members of the executive committee are those responsible for 
most of the union's operations. The General Secretary could 
be thought of as the union's "president" and the other 
secretaries are rough equivalents of "vice-presidents." 
However, since the union has a non-hierarchical structure, 
the power is distributed more equally so that the 9 
"leaders" of the executive committee do not dictate union 
policy or actions. The members of the executive committee 
work full time at the union whereas most other office 
holders are garment workers who contribute to the union's 
work in addition to their full time employment.
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Council of General Representatives}
This council is composed of 1 or 2 members from each 
section committee who represent their factory at national 
meetings. These representatives act as a liaison between 
the factory and the union, expressing a factory's individual 
concerns at the national meetings.
Section Committees:
Each factory is a section and members of each section
vote on "officers" for their section. Tasks are integrated
according to the abilities of the members of the factory.
There are 5 posts:
General Secretary
Secretary of Work and Conflicts
Secretary of Finances
Secretary of Press and Propaganda
Secretary of Organization
10 people fill these posts; 5 titulars and 5 
alternates. All are workers of their respective company or 
factory. Their function is to attend to the union problems 
at the factory level.
Section Assembly:
The section assembly is comprised of all the unionized 
members of the respective factory. Its purpose is to discuss
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the general problems of the union as well as the particulars 
at the factory level.
The purpose of this structure is to achieve, as much as 
possible, informed democracy within tho union; that is, the 
conscious and free participation of all members in the 
making of decisions. Every union member is expected to 
attend at least her section assembly meetings and can easily 
contribute on the national level since most meetings are 
open to all members.1**
Characteristics of the Union
The 19th of September Garment Workers Union is an 
independent union. This means that:
a) it is not affiliated with any official work center 
that could impede or influence the union's own actions as 
workers.
b) it does not depend on the government in any sense, 
neither economically nor politically, and is maintained with 
its own resources and those which national and international 
solidarity have granted.
c) it does not belong to any political party and 
maintains the principle of plurality. Each worker in the
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union can opt for the party or organization with which she 
roost agrees.*15
The 19th of September Union differs from other garment 
unions in almost every aspect. Since the union is 
independent, it is able to decide it& own method of 
operation. Agencies of the Mexican government tend to be 
highly bureaucratic, inhibiting, when not prohibiting, 
participation of the general public, and particularly the 
working class. Thus, the fact that the 19th of September 
Union is not answerable to the government or its allies 
means it can maintain a low level of bureaucracy and a high 
level of participation. This is the premise behind most 
independent unions who seek separation from government 
controlled labor organizations. In forming the union, the 
members emphasized the importance of democracy. In order for 
an organization to be truly democratic, ail obstacles to 
participation should be reduced. The union's size, 
location, all-female leadership, and structure account for 
the union's uniqueness, particularly compared to other 
unions in the garment industry. Except for its size, these 
measures were carefully planned to increase the union's 
level of democracy.
The union is much smaller than other Mexican unions 
with a current membership of only 1500 workers. As a
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result, union leaders are acquainted with most members and 
can give them personal attention. Also, the fact that all 
but one affiliated factory is located in Mexico City allows 
for more direct contact between union members and leaders 
than if members lived in other parts of Mexico. Officially, 
the union is a national one, but the vast majority of its 
members work in Mexico City. Nonetheless, the size of the 
union is not as significant as the other factors of 
location, leadership, and structure. Responsibilities are 
widely dispersed at the local as well as national level. 
Thus, even if the membership were larger, the union would 
still be very accessible to its members. However, it is 
significant to note that the union has not been able to 
substantially Increase its size in the three years since its 
formation due to the continual struggle of maintaining 
previous gains.
The headquarters of the 19th of September union are 
located on San Antonio Abad Avenue in the garment district, 
which is centrally located in Mexico City. Many of the 
city's garment factories are located nearby, making the 
union very convenient for workers to stop by before or after 
work. The location of the union also makes it very visible 
to the general public since it is situated on a busy street 
containing an above-ground train and many bus lines.
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Proximity to the workplace is more important than one might 
imagine given that many workers live outside the city 
limits, necessitating a one-hour to three-hour commute to 
work. If visiting the union required an additional commute, 
workers might be unable to attend meetings or social events. 
Likewise, since many workers don't have phones in their 
homes, and because phone service in Mexico can be 
inconsistent, it is beneficial to be able to stop by the 
union office to ask a question or make an appointment.
The union headquarters also act as a social gathering 
place for union members. Small parties are held on 
weekends, a vollyball net is permanently set up in the lot, 
and a common kitchen is available for all members. This 
open, social atmosphere makes the union a welcome place. 
Social interaction within the union contributes to the 
solidarity of the members. Many of the women are friends 
and companions, not just co-workers. At the time of this 
study, two factories were engaged in negotiations with the 
factory owners and consequently members of these factories 
were gathered daily at the union headquarters. Interviews 
for this study were also held at the union headquarters (See 
Appendix B).
The fact that all members of the union's executive 
committee are women is extremely significant. The 19th of
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September Union is the first and only Mexican union led 
entirely by women. Although women do figure prominently in 
some other unions, there had never before been an 
independent union established and operated entirely by 
women. In addition, the union has broken ground for women's 
union involvement in the industrial sector. The success of 
the garment workers in establishing the union was a major 
victory for the "women's movement" since it showed Mexico 
and the international community that women can and will be 
successful leaders. As one union member stated during an 
interview, the all-female leadership and constituency of the 
union demonstrates "that women can survive."
For the union members, the most significant
characteristic of the union leaders is the fact that all of
the union leaders (members of the executive committee) have
worked in the garment industry, some for most of their 
116lives. This leadership differs dramatically from the 
male charros of many other unions in the garment industry. 
The 19th of September leaders can understand the real 
problems of the workers because they, too, have faced these 
issues. They are effective and respected leaders because 
they understand the workers' problems and they are able to 
relate to the workers. One woman interviewed noted that the 
leaders have set an example for other garment workers and
6 6
thus act as role models for union members. Two other 
interviewees also mentioned the significance of the leaders' 
background as garment workers.
Since the leaders came from the garment factories, it 
simply follows that they are also women because the vast 
majority of garment workers are women. It is not only their 
experience as garment workers which allows the union leaders 
to better understand the problems of the workers; the fact 
that the leaders are women further enhances their 
relationship with the workers. The implicit subordination 
of women to men, a common element in much of Mexican 
society, is not an issue between the all-female leaders and 
almost all-female members as it often is in charro unions 
characterized by machismo. Since the leaders are women, 
they may be more approachable because this machismo does not 
exist. For instance, if a worker has felt sexually 
harrassed or exploited by her boss, she can feel safer 
discussing the issue with another women who can understand 
her feelings.
Of the thirteen union members interviewed, all but two 
of them stated that the all-female nature of their 
leadership was significant. One woman expressed the 
following opinion: "since the leaders are women, it gives us 
more confidence; they are our equals. We can touch them,
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talk to them*" The two members (one of whom is male) who 
thought that the gender element of their leadership was 
irrelevant both expressed attitudes that women are equal to 
men and thus there is no difference. These two workers also 
appeared to be more politically apathetic than most other 
workers interviewed and their participation in union 
activities was minimal.
The structure and functioning of the 19th of September
Union differs dramatically from most other unions in Mexico.
As discussed above, many Mexican labor unions, especially in
the garment district, represent the interests of management,
not labor. The charros or labor bosses are the workers'
supposed representatives, yet many workers don't even know
117their representative's name. Members of the 19th of 
September Union not only know their representatives, but 
every member has an opportunity to become actively involved 
in union policy and union activities.
Union leaders encourage participation by the members. 
The union distributes educational materials to its members 
explaining every member's right to vote and to run for union 
positions. Members are also encouraged to attend social 
events and special days of solidarity such as September 19th 
(the anniversary of the earthquake) and November 25th, 
National Dressmakers' Day. The responsibilities of union
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members consist of compliance with union rules such as 
regulations regarding use of the union headquarters. In 
addition, all members must pay monthly union dues of 21 of 
their wages which is withheld by their boss and paid to the 
union by him. Members are informed of how these dues are 
spent. Members can contribute to union activities on 
several levels, making all members a part of the democratic 
process in whatever way she deems appropriate, e.g. 
attending meetings, voting for representatives, 
participating in marches or solidarity strikes, or simply 
gathering at the union's headquarters after work.
The union's structure and wide array of activities 
encourages participation, but a significant portion of the 
union's constituency chooses not to be actively involved in 
the union's functioning. The members interviewed 
participated in the union to varying degrees. Some had only 
attended one march or rally, whereas others were involved in 
clandestine organizing in their factories before union 
charters were granted. The impact of the union on those 
members who are minimally involved in union activities is 
difficult to assess, yet it should not be dismissed. At the 
union's headquarters, for example, it was apparent that some 
members who were disinterested in political issues and who 
were not vocal during decision-making were nonetheless
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participants, albeit passive, in section meetings and 
planning committees. Even minimal involvement is a 
significant change for someone who has never before been a 
union member.
Establishing Goals
The union established its long-term objectives in the
first month after the union was registered and has since
reevaluated and expanded on these general goals. Article 3
of the statutes of the union outlines the union's general
objectives. The overall goal is to increase the levels of
security and control in the workers lives, in effect, to
enable the workers to improve their own lives. Most of the
union's objectives are related to defending the women's
rights as workers. However, the union also emphasizes the
importance of improving the women's lives and empowering
them in a more political sense, encouraging various forms of
political participation. The union's objectives as stated
in November, 1985 (one month after the union's formation)
were the following: an end to exploitation of workers, an
end to clandestine workshops and factories, assurance of the
professional minimum wage as the base-line salary, safe
working conditions, and education of workers regarding
118political, academic, cultural, and health issues. Since
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establishing these goals, the union has more concretely laid 
out its class-based political ideology and goals in 
accordance with the broader popular struggle.
The broader goals of the union as defined in the 
union's Program of Struggle indicate a commitment to 
involvement in the national labor movement. The long-term 
goals of the union, which were deliniated in the union's 
official demands determined at the national meeting of 
representatives in January, 1987, define the union's 
ideology. These demands are as follows! the observance of 
workers' legal rights, better conditions of life and work, 
respect for the rights of garment workers, democracy and 
autonomy of labor unions, proletarian solidarity and unity, 
democratic freedoms, and the right to self-determination of 
the people. (See Appendix C) Among the specific goals 
outlined in these categories were respect for human rights, 
a call to struggle against imperialist intervention, labor 
rights such as pay equity; maternity leave; and adequate 
salaries, as well as a call for solidarity with all popular 
democratic movements. In making these demands, the union
has allied itself with other."popular" movements and has 
placed its struggle in the ideological context of economic 
inequalities and class conflict. The union does not 
affiliate with any political party or organization and does
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not have a concrete political ideology, yet its theoretical 
basis is largely Marxist*
The union's concrete plan of action leading to the
attainment of these goals indicates the following three
major fronts of their struggles 1) promoting growth of the
union, specifically increased membership; 2) strengthening
internal democracy of the union in part to advance further
political participation; and 3) development of class
consciousness, stating the ideological struggle as one of
120the most important bases of development* All of these 
goals indicate an ambition of increased political 
participation of the union's constituency*
The Union's Accomplishments
A number of accomplishments indicate an improvement in 
working conditions as well as other benefits in union 
members' personal lives* Yet as the union points out in its 
Program of Struggle, union membership constitutes less than 
1% of all garment workers in Mexico, indicating that the 
vast majority of garment workers are unorganized or 
controlled by ineffective unions* Nonetheless, many of the 
garment workers who have joined the union have benefitted 
from a variety of gains*
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The first accomplishment felt by the workers is the 
procurement of the collective contract, the legal agreement 
between boss and workers. The collective contract is 
essential to attaining workers' rights since it legally 
binds the owner to respect the workers' salary and terms of 
labor. The 19th of September Union holds collective 
contracts with 15 factories, having undergone the legal 
process necessary to obtain a contract for each individual 
factory. The union has tried to achieve block negotiations 
for collective contracts which would make one contract 
applicable to all factories under the same ownership. The 
right to block negotiations has not been granted, however, 
since it would give the union increased power, contrary to 
the government's wishes.
Attainment of the contract is only one step in 
achieving improvements for the workers. Equally important 
is defense of the collective contract, assuring its 
legitimacy. When workers' contracts have been violated, the 
union has also been instrumental in defending the collective 
contracts of its members by encouraging the workers to 
strike and supporting them in their efforts. Union 
executive committee members provide leadership, advice, and 
solidarity to striking workers and workers who have been 
fired. Leadership's support for workers is a key element
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found in many independent unions, but rarely in charro or 
official unions which predominate the garment industry.
In addition to aiding its own members, the union has 
provided support to garment workers who have formed work co­
operatives. There are four garment work co-operatives 
functioning in Mexico City which have developed out of the 
struggle after the earthquake and have close ties with the
19th of September Union although they are not part of the
121union structure. All of these co-operatives were formed
by v»orkers from particular factories who were either fired 
or left the factory, and membership is between 20 and 150 
workers. The union was particularly important to these co­
operatives during their formation, but now they receive much 
of their support from Mujeres en Accion Sindical (MAS, a 
union support and research group discussed below).
The union's facilities, particularly a union day-care 
center, significantly contribute to improvements in the 
workers' lives. The union's day-care center has provided an 
invaluable service to a number of union members. The CENDAI 
(Center of Child Education and Development) day-care center 
was opened September 2, 1987, and now cares for 60 to 70 
children (ages 45 days to 6 years) of union members. The 
need for day care is much greater, but due to lack of funds, 
the center cannot accomodate more children. Nonetheless,
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those children who do receive care benefit from pre-school 
education previously unavailable to them.
The union's headquarters, described above, is the scene 
of most union activities including meetings, occasional 
negotiations with owners, and also social events. While 
workers negotiate labor conflicts, they regularly spend days 
or weeks at the union with other members of their factory. 
The union is a "safe space" and a source of support for 
workers engaged in labor conflicts.
The final tangible benefit to union members is the 
education provided by the union. The union has offered 
educational programs about political issues as well as 
practical topics to improve the workers' well-being. Topics 
have ranged from the history of the labor movement and the 
federal labor law to health and safety and driving lessons.
These programs are generally attended by 20 to 25
122members. In addition to educational programs, the union
publishes educational pamphlets and booklets explaining the 
functions as well as the history of the union. There is a 
deliberate attempt by union leaders to politically mobilize 
union members through education. Education is also utilized 
to teach m * political skills and information which can 
improve the workers' lives. Although many of these 
achievements have been available to workers in other
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sectors, these services had never been accessible to roost 
garment workers, and thus represented a major change in
their lives.
POLITICAL ASPECTS OF THE UNION
Origins of Political Participation
Before assessing the political participation of the
union members, it is important to define this participation
and trace the origins, or presumed causes, of political
action. In this discussion, political participation refers
to a conscious effort to be politically active as an attempt
to assert one's political influence. Any action intended to
alter or impact the existing political order is defined as
political participation. Thus participation is not
restricted to political activities sanctioned by the
existing system, but consists of a variety of actions.
Conscious political participation will occur only after
the individual has attained a minimum level of political 
123awareness. Thus, before conscious political 
participation occurs, political awareness, or 
conscientizacion, must be attained. This political 
consciousness is a cognitive element consisting of a 
person's attitude in regard to the socio-political system.
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If this political attitude compels the individual to assert 
her influence on the political system, then the political 
consciousness has resulted in political participation. Such 
was the case with those women involved in the initial 
organizing after the earthquake. These women became 
increasingly aware of the illegitimate practices of their 
bosses during the aftermath of the earthquake and chose to 
confront the owners. As a result of their increased 
awareness, they chose this form of political participation 
in an attempt to right the perceived social wrongs of their 
bosses.
Political consciousness which leads to dissident
political action (such as that of the costureras in
demanding reparations and improved conditions) is the result
of social frustration and dissatisfaction. According to
Davies' "Gap Hypothesis," social frustration occurs in a
transitional society (in the process of modernizing) when
aspirations increase at a rate greater than the society's
ability to satisfy them (presumably through economic 
124growth). When this gap exists, the frustration of 
unfulfilled economic aspirations can create political 
instability since the political system's inability to 
provide economic satisfaction decreases the system's 
legitimacy. On the personal level, rising expectations
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which Cc  ^ f .fiL 1 nay lead the individual to make
nore demand* on the political syaten oe sinply to question 
the system's legitimacy.
This theory attributes social frustration to 
unfulfilled expectations and defines the root of these 
increased expectations in the process of mobilization.
Social mobilization occurs when an individual is introduced 
to new social factors which expand or contradict her 
previous understanding of society, and thus increase her 
political and social awareness. Entering the work force was 
a mobilizing factor for many garment workers who were 
previously uninvolved in social or economic activities 
outside their family or neighborhood. Conflicts with 
factory owners which arose from the crisis of the earthquake 
(delineated above) further mobilized many garment workers in 
that many of them became more aware of widespread worker 
exploitation throughout the garment industry.
Mobilization
Mobilization does not necessarily lead to political 
consciousness. A combination of mobilizing factors is often 
necessary to effectively stimulate political awareness and 
participation. In the garment district, the earthquake 
represented the culmination of years of worker
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dissatisfaci. ion an^ frust ttior,. Tn summary, n ). iization 
with insuf£icieuL opp rt tie-' for advancement leads to 
frustrated expectations which may stimulate political 
participation if this dissatisfaction is attributed to a 
failure in the existing political order, as it was by the 
garment workers.
Mobilization is considered to be a result of 
modernization in a developing society. According to Samuel 
P. Huntington, the process of modernization, which includes! 
urbanization, industrialization, secularization, 
democratization, education, and media exposure, has a 
mobilizing impact on the individual. Mexico has been a 
"modernizing" country ever since the development of 
infrastructure and the introduction of industry during the 
Porfiriato (1876-1911). Yet the impact of modernization as 
a mobilizing force for women was not felt to a significant 
degree until women's participation in the economy increased 
substantially in the last 25 years. As women increasingly 
enter the work force and engage in income-generating 
activities (departing from their traditional role solely in 
household activities), the impact of modernization manifests 
itself in the mobilization of working women.
Some elements of modernization are particularly 
relevant to the case of garment workers. For instance, the
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garment industry, and thus garment workers, are affected by 
the process of industrialization. In addition, the 
influence of the urban environment, and in particular 
urbanization, is especially relevant to the situation of 
garment workers in Mexico City.
As discussed above, urbanization, or rural-urban 
migration, has been higher for women than men with a high 
number of women moving to cities to find domestic work. 
Urbanization is a mobilizing factor in that it represents 
social, religious, economic, and cultural changes for the 
individual. The actual mobilizing effect of urbanization, 
however, is difficult to determine. Some theorists classify 
the urban poor and low-income migrants as politically 
"marginal" since their primary concern is assumed to be day- 
to-day survival. Other theories consider urbanization as a 
politicizing effect in itself, assuming that peasants were 
"previously apathetic and politically quiescent" before 
reaching the city. Wayne Cornelius asserts that although 
urbanization appears to mobilize the individual towards
political action, research has not supported this
126assumption. Since more women have migrated to cities 
than men (see above) and since many garment workers are from 
outlying regions of Mexico City characterized by high levels 
of migration, the effects of migration are important to
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consider in regards to women. It seems that urban migration 
alone is not enough to increase political partlcipation, but 
that if migration were preceded oy increase1 expectations 
(for instance, moving to the city to improve one's economic 
position) and these goals are unfulfilled, then the 
migration may be accompanied by increased frustration which 
can affect one's political participation. (These factors are 
explained in the discussion of Politicization below.) 
However, migration's effect on mobilization is largely 
dependent on the individual and her experiences since 
migrating.
Industrialization is an element of modernization often 
deemed crucial to economic growth, yet it also constitutes a 
significant influence in mobilizing the working class. 
Entering the paid labor force is a mobilizing factor for 
previously unemployed people because it increases their 
aspirations and expectations socially, economically, and 
sometimes politically. Like urbanization, industrialization 
has had a particularly strong influence on women in the last 
20 years. The Border Industrialization Program initiated in 
the 1960s (discussed above) resulted in an intensification 
of foreign industrial investment, especially in assembly 
plants which substantially employ women. Likewise, 
increases in female participation in the industrial sector
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(specifically within the transformation industries) have 
been noted abo' ?.
Mobilizing factors which can lead to political 
participation, such as urbanization and industrialization, 
are all related to the experiences of the garment workers 
upon entering the work force. These factors are possible 
explanations for some workers' political participation in 
conjunction with the union. Further motivations for the 
political participation of union members are discussed below 
in regard to the process of politicization.
Political Attitudes of Onion Members
Members of the 19th of September Union have been 
affected politically as a result of the formation of the 
union as well as the continuation of political activities 
within the union. The types of political activities most 
common to the members interviewed were attending meetings, 
attending union functions such as marches or rallies, 
participating in strikes at their own factories or in 
support of workers at other factories, and engaging in 
negotiations with their factory owners when conflicts arose. 
Those workers who were involved with the union since its 
inception were also anxious to describe the events of the 
earthquake.
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The extent of the impact of political participation 
within the union is difficult to assess* For one thing, it 
is understandable that not all members have been active to 
the same degree. The worker's primary motivation for 
choosing to join a union is for personal economic gain and 
not as a means of political action. However, even minimal 
participation has had an influence on members, considering 
that many union members had never before been involved in 
any type of political participation. Only one of the 
thirteen workers interviewed had belonged to a union 
previous to the 19th of September Union. One worker 
commented that she had worked in a big factory and "there 
were many of us who didn't have a union. And if we did have 
one, we didn't know about it." All of the interviewed 
members stated that they had never participated in any sort 
of political action before becoming involved with the union. 
Since joining the union, all of them have at least attended 
a union rally. Thus the level of participation of union 
members and the resulting impact on political attitudes is 
relative to their past lack of political experience.
The political attitudes of those interviewed differed 
as much as their political activities. Some of the members 
were relatively uninterested and unaware of the national 
political situation despite the fact that the presidential
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elections were taking place at the time of the interviews. 
Eight of the thirteen members had no knowledge of any labor 
or grassroots struggles other than their own, and the other 
six had only limited awareness of other independent unions 
or popular organizations. When asked what they thought of 
politics in general, two members said they don't think much 
about it, one of them simply stating "No opino nada" (I have 
no opinion). Yet even those who expressed very little 
interest in political issues demonstrated considerable 
knowledge of the union's history.
Most members said their attitudes have changed since 
being involved with the union. One woman explained, "I 
didn't ever think about these things; I just confirmed. Now 
I look for change." Another woman reflected on what she has 
learned from the union: "In the union We've been taught a 
lot about the need to struggle. We can't get anything 
without fighting." Most members exhibited some 
understanding of their exploitation ss workers and the 
government's lack of response to workers' demands. For 
instance one worker stated that the working class has been 
made to suffer as a result of the government's attempts to 
decrease the foreign debt. A few members also displayed 
considerable knowledge of basic political theory, such as 
utilization of Marxist terminology. (Presumably, any
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knowledge of political theory w<* attained through union 
involvement since everyone cons* ed said they had never 
before been politically active.) The increased knowledge of 
politics experienced by some union members since joining the 
union can be attributed to their experiences in political 
participation in conjunction with the political education 
program provided by the union.
Process of Politicisation of Onion Members
The following flow chart is an examination of the impact 
of entering I lie paid labor force as a mobilizing factor and 
the possible iesiillH of title mobilization. Unionization, in 
particular, is further examined as a method of political 
participation and also as a factor leading to increased 
political participation. The flow chart is explained below 
using the example of the experiences of the 19th of 
September Garment workers.
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION THROUGH MOBILIZATION
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The following paragraphs give examples to explain the 
process of politicization outlined in the preceding flow 
chart* The elements of the chart are defined in terms of 
the experiences of garment workers which led to the 
formation of the 19th of September Union*
Entering the work force can be a mobilizing factor 
because it leads to life changes which can cause new 
attitudes and expectations. Many garment workers come from 
semi-traditional communities in regions surrounding Mexico 
City, and so acquiring a job in Mexico City exposes them to 
many new influences related to urbanization ("Entering the 
Work Force")* Upon exposure to these mobilizing factors, 
expectations rise, particularly regarding the anticipation 
of an improved economic situation ("Increased 
Expectations")•
However, due to the fact that wages in the garment 
industry are very low, new income does not necessarily 
create new opportunities for the workers, since all the 
income is spent on subsistence* In addition, the economic 
crisis of the 1980s resulted in high levels of inflation and 
a dramatic decrease in real wages* Thus, worker 
dissatisfaction intensified in the face of insufficient 
income* Garment workers were also disappointed when faced 
with other injustices common to the garment industry such as
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unsafe working conditions, lack of sufficient lunch breaks 
or bathroom breaks and other disregard for workers' rights. 
This dissatisfaction has been ongoing, as evidenced by 
numerous organizational attempts before the impetus of the 
earthquake ("Unfulfilled Expectations").
It is likely that some garment workers attributed their 
unsatisfactory conditions to their own perceived 
inadequacies as a result of women's socialization. Women 
are expected to respect and obey male authorities and 
therefore may not question their exploitation by the bosses. 
Feelings of guilt about leaving the household to find work 
may also cause a woman not to question her working 
conditions. Family members may have discouraged her from 
working (even though in most cases the income is needed), 
and thuj she may question whether she should be working 
("Failure Attributed to Personal Inadequacy"). If a woman 
questions her own legitimacy as a worker, she is less likely 
to question the actions of her boss ("Decreased Self- 
Worth"). A worker who blames herself for her unjust 
situation is unlikely to become politically active 
("Political Abstinence")
Workers with greater self-esteem are more inclined to 
attribute their dissatisfaction with unjust working 
conditions or Inadequate salaries to outside forces. It is
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clear that some workers blamed their bosses for their poor
working conditions long before the earthquake because
between 1980 and 1935, 43 complaints were filed with the
labor relations board by garment workers against their 
128factories. The earthquake, however, was the catalyst 
which brought to light to many workers the sources of poor 
working conditions and the extent of worker exploitation.
The anger and frustration of the garment workers was 
directed at the source of their injustices and they placed 
blame on the owners and the government ("’failure Attributed 
to Social Injustices"). The high level of frustration and 
the momentum created by the urgency of the situation, and 
later maintained by outside support from media exposure and 
solidarity groups, led the costureras to respond by quickly 
organizing against the factory owners and the government 
("Increased Frustration"/ "Desire for Change").
The organizing which took place immediately following 
the earthquake included numerous forms of political 
participation. Open confrontations with factory owners, 
marches and vigils, planning meetings, and conferences with 
government officials were a few of the initial actions taken 
by the garment workers directed at demanding and defending 
their rights ("Political Participation"). Through these 
experiences they increased their political consciousness in
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several ways, for example: better understanding their 
exploitation as workers, learning about the functioning of 
the government (including the high level of bureaucracy), 
and becoming exposed to a variety of methods of political 
expression ("Increased political Consciousness").
The shared experiences of the workers during the 
initial struggle led to a new level of consciousness as 
members of a group. The emotional experiences of losing 
their friends, family, and livelihood, as well as shared 
political experiences, increased the workers' awareness that 
their problems were not completely unique, but rather 
similar to those of other workers ("Unity"). This sense of 
group consciousness can Increase one's broader political 
consciousness because the individual can place herself in a 
larger political context ("Indentifying With Other 
Workers"). The garment workers also received information 
from various groups which led to a greater knowledge of the 
political system ("Education").
From the knowledge and consciousness the workers 
attained through their experiences, they were able to create 
a specific goal of forming an independent union, and they 
presented this demand to the government ("Demands on
1JQ
Political System"). The union register was granted, 
enabling the garment workers to begin working within the
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existing system ("Receptive System Adapts"). The garment 
workers have not actually assimilated into the political 
system because they continue to make demands on the existing 
political order. The Labor Congress attempted to co-opt the 
union and absorb it into the Labor Congress official 
structure, but the union resisted ("Assimilation/Co- 
optation").
The success of the union in obtaining collective 
contracts has resulted in some improvements and these 
changes have in fact created increased expectations.
Workers of the Hanuol Rojas factory, one of the first to 
have a contract with the union, initiated a strike for 
higher wages in the summer of 1988. They had been receiving 
the minimum professional wage, but felt they deserved more. 
As a result of their involvement with the union, these 
workers attempted to further increase their salaries 
("Improved Conditions/Increased Expectations").
Although the government granted the garment workers a 
union register, other demands were rejected, including block 
negotiations and reform of unions in the garment industry 
("Mon-Receptive System Rejects Change"). Thus, the Labor 
Congress intentionally prevented any substantial 
improvements for garment workers other than members of the 
19th of September Union ("Mo improvements"). :’n addition,
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the gains the union has made in attaining collective 
contracts have been repeatedly challenged by labor suits and 
other conflicts with factory owners. These setbacks have 
increased the frustration of the union's constituency. 
Because thorough changes were not implemented, discontent 
»mong workers will continue and may lead to the possibility 
of greater threats to the government's legitimacy 
("Increased Frustration").
The continuous political activities of the union also 
lead to increased political consciousness and greater 
demands on the system. As long as the union exists separate 
from the official government unions —  and there is no 
indication that it will do otherwise in the foreseeable 
future —  it will continue to be a politicizing force for 
the union members.
THE UNION'S BROADER IMPACT
Considering its small size, the 19th of September Union 
has had a significant influence on the Mexican political 
scene. In particular, the union has made an impact cn the 
national labor movement and the women's movement, but it has 
also left an impression on other Mexican intellectuals.
Many Mexicans, primarily within Mexico City, became familiar
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with the struggle of the costureras after the earthquake of 
September 19, 1985, due to the costureras* efforts at 
publicizing their struggle at the local level and the 
subsequent media attention they received, particularly in La 
Jornada and Fem magazine, both widely read by Mexican 
intellectuals* The union has also made an effort to 
increase solidarity between movements and thus has made its 
presence known as a political force in Mexico, and 
particularly Mexico City.
The Labor Movement
Female workers still do not constitute a large 
proportion of the labor movement for several reasons. There 
are considerably fewer women than men in the labor force and 
fewer still of these are unionized. Characteristics of 
female workers and aspects of the labor movement also 
inhibit women's participation in labor organizations. 
Consequently, the success of the 19th of September Union 
constitutes a landmark for women in the labor movement. The 
costureras proved that women could organize their own 
movement and be their own leaders.
Mot only have the costureras set a precedent for other 
women's unions, but they have also co-operated with women in 
other labor sectors, offering support and information. In
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July, 1987, in Mexico City, the 19th of September Union
helped to organized the first National Meeting of Employed
Women. 500 women attended the conference from a variety of
labor unions. Public sector employees, university
employees, telephone workers, maquiladoras, and journalists
were some of the sectors represented. The purpose of the
conference was to unite working women from different sectors
an! various regions of Mexico, to draw on common experience
and to establish a foundation as a female labor movement.
Members of the 19th of September Union shared their
experiences with other groups struggling for government
130recognition and enforcement of labor laws. The 
costureras have set an example for other women workers 
involved in the labor struggle.
The union's support has not only been for other female 
labor organizations, but for labor and popular organizations 
in general. For instance, the union offered solidarity and 
some members attended vigils during the hunger strike of 
SARH workers during the summer of 1988. (SARH is the union 
of workers of the Secretary of Agriculture and Hydraulic 
Resources.) The union also maintains relations with 
CONAMUP, a broadly based grassroots community organizing 
network active in seeking improvements in poverty-striken 
barrios surrounding Mexico City.
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The Women*8 Movement
Largely as a result o£ its impact on the female labor 
movement, the 19th of September Union has had a considerable 
influence on the Mexican women's movement*
Partly due to a split with male Marxists and other
leftists in the 19?0s who declared that women's liberation
would come about as a result of class revolution —  thereby
putting the workers' struggle ahead of the women's struggle
—  Latin American feminism followed the example of North
American feminists, adopting the "new feminism" of the 1970s
which had surfaced out of the civil rights movement of the
1311950s a*id especially the student movement of the 1960s. 
(During the 1960s, in North American movements such as 
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and the New Left, 
women's issues were often ignored and deemed less important 
than the class or race struggle. Consequently, in the late 
1960s and early 1970s a women's movement grew out of these 
women's frustrations at being considered second class 
citizens in "Leftist" organizations.) Because the "new 
feminism" of the 1970s received widespread support from 
middle- and upper-class women both in North and South 
Americas, it often ignored the class element of many women's 
exploitation, thus unintentionally excluding working class
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women form the movement* This is not to say that Mexican 
feminists are class-blind* Indeed, many feminists study the 
problems of lower-class women* However, lower-class women 
have not been involved in feminist discourse in recent 
years•
Because the Mexican Women's Movement has been largely
comprised of middle-class women, the events following the
earthquake signified a new challenge for Mexican feminism*
When feminist journalists and intellectuals came to the aid
of the costureras immediately after the earthquake, it was
the initiation of an ongoing relationship between the
costureras and several feminist organizations* The title of
an article in Fern, (Mexico's largest feminist publication)
by the Lesbian Marxist-Leninist Feminist Seminary indicates
the novelty of the unity: "Nosostras le entramos parejo con
132las costureras*" *
Feminist journalists such as Elena Poniatowska, Marta 
Lamas, and Cristina Pacheco publicized the struggle and 
success of the costureras, promoting their image as heroic 
women, thereby encouraging other women to join the women's 
struggle* Ongoing support for the costureras has come 
largely from Mujeres en Accion Sindical, an organization of 
professional women and intellectuals dedicated to promoting 
the advancement of female labor unions, and especially the
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19th of September Union. MAS grew out of CIDHAL (Center of 
Investigation of Human Development), a national feminist 
resource organization.
MAS offers legal, psychological, medical, and
infomational services to all working women and also plays an
133important role in advising and supporting the union. MAS 
is also involved in research about Mexican women, collecting 
data to further knowledge of the actual conditions of 
Mexican working women.
The costureras struggle provided a new focus for 
Mexican feminism, and has resulted in increased interaction 
between middle- and working-class women's organizations. 
Although the costureras do not call themselves feminists 
(th*y refer to members of organizations such as MAS and 
CIDHAL as "Las Feministas"), they are engaged in the 
struggle for women's rights parejo con (along side of) 
middle-class feminists, thus these groups have significantly 
affected one another. Although this division between 
middle- and working-class "feminists" still exists, there 
has been an opening up of dialogue between middle-class 
women and workers, in particvlar the costureras.
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Concluding Remarks
In summary, the 19th of September Garment Worker's 
Union has represented change for its members, its 
supporters, and its enemies. By operating within the 
government system as an officially recognized union, it has 
been a force to reckon with for labor authorities as well as 
factory owners. In the face of continued struggle against 
illegal labor practices, the gains of the union have been 
significant. Yet because the tenacity of the union's 
collective contracts is repeatedly challenged by legal 
battles with the factory owners, the union has maintained, 
but not increased, its size and influence.
Undoubtedly, participation in the union has impacted 
the personal and political lives of its members. Regardless 
of the future of the union itself, the union's members, with 
increased expectations and greater knowledge of the 
political system, will continue to demand their rights as 
workers in the garment industry. Improvements in these 
workers' lives, such as the union-run day care center, will 
most likely endure for some time. Moreover, the union has 
had a broader impact on outside movements, influencing labor 
movements outside the garment Industry and promoting 
solidarity with other non-labor organizations, while 
maintaining its sovereignty by not affiliating with any
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political parties or organizations. Because the union 
contuinues to emphasize the importance of long-term 
political struggle and solidarity with other groups, it will 
certainly endure as a political force in Mexico's 
foreseeable future.
However, it is difficult to assess the long-term future 
of the 19th of September Union. It may be a long time 
before the union Lz able to substantially increase its 
membership, and if the union's size remains stable or 
decreases, its current power within the garment industry may 
diminish. Meanwhile, changes may occur in the Mexican 
economy affecting the relative importance of the garment 
industry or changing the nature of the garment industry 
itself. For instance, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, the new 
Mexican president, has taken concrete moves to further open 
the Mexican economy to foreign investment. It is possible 
that the garment industry of Mexico City, currently 
dominated by small sweatshops, could be taken over by large 
foreign-owned assembly factories such as those common on the 
border. In addition, if the Mexican economy continues to 
falter, small factory owners.may not survive, meaning 
bankruptcy could increase among garment factory owners. If 
the garment industry experiences any such major alteration 
in size or constitution, the 19th of September Union will
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most likely be affected. In spite of all these possible 
setbacks, however, the union has established its 
determination to endure an uncertain future. Thus, although 
it may need to adapt, the 19th of September Union will 






El Contrato Colectlvo de Trabajo 
an educational booklet published by 
the 19th of September Union
The right of workers to a collective contract was 
established in the Mexican Federal Labor Law written in 
1931.
Article 391 of the Federal Labor Law statest 
The collective contract contains*
I. Names and addresses of the contract holders (the union 
and the company)
II. The companies or establishments included
III. Its duration or if it is for undetermined time or for 
determined work
IV. The days of work
V. Days of rest and vacations
VI. The amount of the salaries
VII. Other stipulations upon which the parties convene
Three copies are made, for the owner, the union, and the 
Council of Conciliation and Arbitration.
Procedure for obtaining a new contract under a new union:
The workers must present to the Council of Conciliation and 
Arbitration the following!
-A document expressing which union will represent the 
workers.
-Verification that this union has the majority of the 
affiliated workers.
-Presentation of the facts that demonstrate the validity of 
the claim against the titular union which is said to 
represent them.
The boss is obliged to negotiate with a union which has 
demonstrated that it holds a majority.
- lfl -
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The law states that:
-in one company there may be several unions, but no more 
than one collective contract.
-only the union holding the contract may demand its 
compliance or revision.
it is assumed that the titular union is the one with the 
majority of workers affiliated.
Terms of the Collective Contract:
-Article 387 of the Federal Labor Law states that the 
Collectve Contract is obligatory. The owner who employs 
workers from a union is obliged to sign a collective 
contract if the workers apply for it. If the owner refuses, 
the workers have the legal right to strik'
-The collective contract is extensive. Each worker of a 
factory enjoys the same benefits and salary as the rest, 
regardless of affiliation with the union.
-Article 397 outlines the duration of the collective 
contract. The duration may be for:
* indefinite time.
* f i xed t im^.
* determined work.
-Articles 397 to 400 address revision of salary and revision 
of the contract. In c ‘der to revise the collective contract 
or the salaries, a request for revision must be submitted to 
the Council of Conciliation and arbitration. This request 
must be accompanied by the commencement of a strike, 
the contract: The contract is revised every 2 years, but a
request to do so must be submitted at least 60 days before, 
salary: Salaries are revised every year, but the request 
must be submitted at least 30 days before. There may also 
be early revisions when there exist economic conditions 
which require it. If the request for revision is not 
submitted on time, the previous contract continues for 
another 2 years.
-Termination of the collective contract may occur under the 
following circumstances:
* by mutual consent
* by completion of the work
* because the company has closed
If a collective contract is signed by one owner and he later 
changes his name or sells the company to another owner, the 
contract must be followed by the new owner.
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-Articles 427 to 432 outline terms for the suspension of the 
collective contract.
The owner may request suspension of the collective 
contract for economic reasons such as:
* lack of primary materials
* excess of production
* financial loss
* lack of funds
* lack of state aid
or due to a natural disaster or unexpected cause such as 
death or accident.
The workers may suspend work and declare a strike for the 
following reasons:
* celebration of a collective contract
* violation of the contract
* for revision of salary
* for revision of the contract
* for fulfillment of the share of profits
* in order to attain equilibrium between the factors of 
production (capital —  labor)
* for solidarity
Obstacles to obtaining a fair contract:
-Workers are always faced with the State-Owner alliance.
-The Council of Conciliation and Arbitration is not 
impartial.
-"Charro" unions exist which defend the bosses.
-"White" unions exist, created by the owners.
-"Contracts of Protection" exist. These are contracts 
signed between the charro (union representative) and the 
owner, behind the backs of the workers.
"The state created the Federal Labor Law in 1931, but it 
also created the conditions for interfering with the 
internal affairs of unions. Their role, they said, would be 
as 'mediator* between workers and bosses (the role of the 
Council of Conciliation and Arbitration)....The Mexican 
state has never been a neutral arbitrator. They are always 
inclined toward the owners."
APPENDIX B
Interviews
As the central meeting place of the union, the union 
headquarters was the logical place to observe the union's 
activities. Interviews for this study, as well as informal 
observation of union members and committee meetings, took 
place at the union headquarters. Official interviews cited 
in the paper consist of individual, taped interviews with 
thirteen union members. These thirteen workers were among 
the members gathered daily at the union because their 
factories were engaged in negotiations. The two negotiating 
factories were the Manuel Rojas factory and the Zig Zag 
factory. Of these thirteen workers there were twelve women 
and one man representing a variety of ages and work 
experiences in the garment industry. Interviews with 
members of the union's executive committee also took place 
at the union headquarters.
The following 13 costureras were interviewed. They are 
listed by factory and their first names and number of years 
working in the garment industry are given.
Manuel Rojas factory, 














Zig Zag factory, 
manufactures infant clothing, 

















Platform of Struggle 
goals of
19th of September Garment Workers Union 
as stated in the union's 
Programs de Lucha
Extracting the most important demands of the costureras 
and ratifying the foundations of struggle approved by the 
First Extraordinary Congress, we propose the following 
program:
I. For the Compliance of Established Rights of the Law
In the factories where we are recruiting workers of the 
CCT, we will fight immediately for:
1. Respect of the 8-hour day
2. Affiliation of all workers with the IMSS (Social 
Security)
3. Payment of the Minimum Professional Salary
4. Compliance of all established payments in the 
Federal Work Law
II. For Improved Living and Working Conditions
1. For a Constitutionalized salary and a mobile wage 
scale which allows the possibility that workers can 
have a decent life resolving our necessities of life, 
food, transportation, clothing, health, education, and 
recreation.
2. For collective contracts for all costnrsras and the 
securing of those contracts.
3. For safe and clean working conditions
4. For the right of stable and permanent work
5. For government payment of unemployment insurance 
which guarantees the support of the involuntarily 
unemployed worker
6. Against pregnancy exams and the biases toward 
pregnancy contained in salary agreements
7. For compliance of pre- and post natal recovery 
periods
8. For the working week of 40 hours with payment for 56
9. Against demands for increased speed and load of work
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10, For a just retirement
11. For pay equity
12* For the right of promotion
13. For the inclusion in collective contracts for the 
establishment of the 19th of September as a holiday
14. For equal opportunities for men and women
15. For efficient and inexpensive urban services
16. For the establishment of efficient and sufficient 
day care for the children of workers
17. Against sexual harassment and violence against 
women
18. For a dignified life of the workers
19. For the establishment of government-supported 
public cafeterias, laundries, and basic foodstuff 
stores, run at affordable prices
28. For the improvement and broadening of social 
security services
21. For the right of free and voluntary motherhood
III. For the Respect of the Rights of the Costureras
1. For the suppression of Protection Contracts
2. For the right of free unionizing
3. For the revocation of restrictions on union rights 
which allow factory owners to corrupt the process of 
negotiating collective contracts
4. For the exposure of the true nature of government 
"cooperatives'1, corrupt worker-patronal relations, and 
the subsequent incorporation and signature of the CCT
5. For the regimentation of a Contract Law that 
benefits and protect all costureras in Mexico
6. For the permanent defense of the register of our 
union
IV. For Union Democracy
1. For the defense of democratic workers organizations
2. Against charrismo, bureaucracy, and corruption
3. For the respect of union autonomy
4. For the absolute respect of sectional assemblies, 
representative councils and congresses
5. For the free and democratic election through secret, 
universal, and direct vote
6. For the right to revoke leaders who do not comply to 
the objectives by which they were elected
7. For permanent information, and clear and open 
accounts
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V. For Proletarian Unity and Solidarity
1. Struggle for the construction of a syndical class 
organization
2. Promote social alliance with the comrades of the 
peasant, popular, and student movements
3. Cultivate the construction of a movement of women of 
the proletarian and popular sectors
4. Attract the aid and attention of social movements 
such as the feminists, Christians, and ecologists
5. Guarantee solidarity and aid to all popular 
democratic movements
VI. For Democratic Liberties
1. For the respect of the rights to expression and 
demonstration
2. For the respect of the right to strike
3. Against repression, detention, disappearances, and 
torture
4. For the independence and autonomy of unions and 
workers' organizations in the face of the State and 
all its apparatuses, the bourgeoisie, political 
parties, and imperialism
5. For the right of free party affiliation of all 
members of every labor union
6. Against firing workers for political reasons and 
all types of firing, black lists, illegal factory 
closings, illegal hiring, bureaucracy and corruption of 
labor authorities, and all violations of Mexican Law
7. Against the presence of Government elements in union 
centers and work places
8. For the respect of human rights
VII. For the Right of Self-Determination of All People
1. To advance thf> unity and solidarity between the 
workers and nations of the Americas toward the 
attainment of REFUSING PAYMENT OF THE FOREIGN DEBT
2. To struggle against imperialist intervention
3. Active and combative solidarity with the freedom 
struggles of the world's people
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(approximately 50 years old), as well as family 
relationships within factories such as mother-daughter, 











Secretaria de Educacion, El Contrato Collectivo.
75 "Costureras— Un Sindicato Nacido de los Escubres," 
Informaclon Obrera, Cuadernos de insurgencla Slndical, 1985, 
p.3.
Fern,
76 Marta Lamas, 
March 1986, p.l
"Las Feministas con las Costureras,"
77 Rachael Kamel, 
International Support, 
Winter, 1986-87.
"Mexico's Costureras Moblllie 
" Women and Global Corporations,
78 Seminario Marxista-Leninista Feminista, "Nosotros le 
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10 7 Lamas, p.ll.
100 "Costureras," p.19. In time, however, the members 
of PAT played a decreasing role in the union. (MAS, 








It is important to note that union members were 
well informed of the actions and goals of the union from the 
outset. There has always been a great effort by the union’s 
leaders to include all members in the democratic process.
One example of this early dissemination of information is 
the distribution during the union's first month of 
educational materials about the union's structure, goals, 
and actions.
Evangelica Corona, "Pensamiento de Evangelica 
Corona," unpublished paper, Mexico City, 1988, pp. 10-11.
Ibid, p.10. This issue caused conflict within the 
union during the elections this summer because some union 
members put up posters for presidential candidate Cuauhtemoc 
Cardenas in and around the union buildings, giving the 
impression that the union had endorsed Cardenas or the 
Mexican Socialist Party, the PMS. There was not a consensus 
on the election among the executive members of the union, 
and an official decision was made to maintain their position 
of political plurality. There are also members of the union 
who disagree with electoral politics and consciously 
abstained frck the elections. The office of the political 
education director (actually one of several tents used as 
offices, meeting rooms, or housing) was covered with posters 
for Cardenas, and despite the controversy, she never took 
them down.
Interview with union leaders, April 29, 1988. 
1*7 Interviews with various union mombers.
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Secretaria de Educacion Sindical y Politlca, "Los 
Eatatutos de Nuestro Sindicato," p.9.




This is not to say that politically ignorant 
individuals do not attend marches and rallies, cast votes, 
or join labor or community organizations, but if their 
motivations for being involved in these activities are not 
political, — e.g. compulsory voting or rally attendance-- 
their participation is not a political action. In the case 
of the 19th of September Union, some workers have 
participated in political activities despite the fact that 
their political consciousness is minimal. This model is 
Intended only to define the origins of the political actions 
and the consciousness of those who initiated the actions, 
not those who participate without a political purpose.
124 Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing 
Societies, (New Havens Yale University Press, 1$$3), p.$$. 
The gap hypothesis, however, does not account for the 
reality that economic inequalities continue to exist for the 
lower class in most countries, even in post-transitional, 
"modernised" nations with high levels of sustained economic 
growth. High levels of social frustration are not exclusive 
to transitional societies.
*2* Huntington, p.32.
*2® Wayne Cornelius, Politics and the Migrant Poor in 








One instance of family pressures which can decrease 
a worker's self-esteem is the case of one member of the 19th 
of September Union. This woman's husband believes she 
should be home caring for their children instead of working 
outside the home. Her daughter attends the union day care 
center, and the center's staff are concerned for the 
mother's safety whenever the daughter bumps or scratches 
herself. Apparently the mother is sometimes beaten by her 
husband if something happens to the daughter because he 
blames her for not being a good enough mother to stay home
116
with her children. This women has struggled against family 
repression in order to be active in the union. It can be 
assumed, however, that negative family pressures have a 
discouraging effect on women's political participation.
McCrea, p.78.
129 Demands on the political system are generally not 
as concrete as that of the garment workers' petition for a 




132 Seminario Marxista-Leninista Femlnista.
133 Mujeres en Acclon Sindicali Centro de Apoyo.
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